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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this study was to gain insight to the principles of isolation
of natural organic matter (NOM) using reverse osmosis (RO) and subsequent
fractionation using resin adsorption chromatography (RAC). Specifically, this study
evaluated the RO and RAC methods for NOM characterization from three surface waters
with varying physiochemical characteristics. Efficiency of RO was assessed by closing
mass balances for dissolve organic carbon (DOC). Mass balances were also closed for
dissolved nitrogen (DN), bromide (Br-), nitrate (NO3-), total calcium (Ca), total potassium
(K), total manganese (Mn), total iron (Fe), total magnesium (Mg), total aluminum (Al),
total copper (Cu), total phosphorous (P), total zinc (Zn), total sulfur (S), and total boron
(B). The efficiency of RAC was assessed by closing mass balances for DOC, Br-, and
NO3-. Additionally, RO was also evaluated by investigating the effect of pH on NOM
isolation, and RAC was evaluated by investigating the effect of column operational
parameters (column capacity factor, k’, and solute initial concentration, C0) on NOM
fractionation. The specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA254) of the isolated NOM after
RO and the fractionated NOM after RAC was obtained during the study.
Based on the high mass recovery of NOM, the RO and subsequent RAC method
was an efficient means to isolate and fractionate NOM samples. Efficiency of RO was
dependent on both pH and source water chemistry. In general, RO more effectively
isolated NOM in high SUVA254 water (~4.9) than low SUVA254 water (~1.9), and showed
higher NOM recovery at ambient pH (~7) than at low pH (~4). The pH did not have any
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significant impact on the mass recovery of DN and various elements. The fractionation of
the isolated NOM indicated that the relative amount of the hydrophobic (HPO) fraction
decreased with increasing k’, thus affecting the overall hydrophobic distribution of NOM.
Alternatively, the hydrophobic distribution of NOM fractions was not influenced by
varying the C0 between 50 and 150 milligrams per liter (mg/L) at k’ of 15. Lastly, the
relative amount of the HPO fraction from the small-scale fractionations (at k’15 and C0 of
150 mg/L) agreed well with the HPO fraction from the large-scale fractionations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Natural organic matter (NOM) is present in all natural waters.

It is a

heterogeneous mixture of organic matter in water that varies in molecular size, structure,
and chemical composition (Marhaba and Van, 2000; Leenheer and Croue, 2003). It
consists

of

various

compounds

including

proteins,

lipids,

carboxylic

acids,

polysaccharides, amino acids, hydrocarbons, and humic substances (Kitis et al., 2001).
The characteristics (such as composition and UV/Vis-spectra) and presence of NOM
within a waterbody vary as well (Thapa et al, 2003).
Due to its complex structure and abundance in water, NOM creates a variety of
problems for environmental engineers and scientists. The ability to understand NOM and
its impacts is extremely important because of its capability to:
affect the aesthetic qualities of drinking water,
transport regulated organic chemicals and/or toxic metals through water
distribution systems,
foul membranes and activated carbons in water treatment processes,
increase the demand for chemicals used to treat water (i.e. oxidation and
chemical precipitation)
serve as a precursor of disinfection by-products (DBPs) in water treatment
processes,
enhance bacterial growth in distribution systems,
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bind or complex many organic and inorganic pollutants and transport them
through aquatic systems,
alter natural chemical processes such as precipitation and dissolution reactions of
minerals,
influence photochemical reactions in natural water by influencing the depth of
the photic zone,
affect redox reactions by competing as an electron donor or acceptor, and
influence biological reactions by serving as a carbon or energy source for
microbes.
For these reasons, NOM has been extensively studied in the literature in order to
investigate its characteristics and reactivity.

Among many NOM isolation and

fractionation methods, reverse osmosis (RO) and resin adsorption chromatography
(RAC) are the most widely used.

RO isolates have been used in various NOM

characterization studies such as elemental content, proton and copper binding, UV/Visspectra, specific fluorescence, proton capacity, and content of hydrolysable amino acids
and carbohydrates. RO isolates have also been employed to investigate the formation of
organic halogens, the concentration and fractionation of dissolved organic carbon (DOC),
acetate, citrate, and a few inorganic ions during the isolation process, and the adsorption
of DOC with activated carbon and alumina (Crum et al., 1996; Abbt-Braun and Frimmel,
1999; Alberts and Takacs, 1999; Takacs and Alberts, 1999; Fettig, 1999; Gjessing et al.,
1999). RAC separates NOM into operationally defined fractions based on polarity and
fractionation parameters (i.e. the ration of resin quantity to the volume of water passed
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thrugh the resin bed). NOM fractions been employed in studies that investigated NOM
characteristics as mentioned above, as well as biodegradability, DBP formation potential,
and membrane fouling (Imai et al., 2001; Leenheer, 2004; and Kwon et al., 2005).
Even though RO and RAC are common isolation and fractionation techniques,
only a few studies have isolated NOM using RO and subsequently fractionated it using
RAC (Artinger et al., 2000; Kitis et al., 2002; Kwon et al., 2005). The work in this study
solely focused on using the process of RO followed by RAC to evaluate the RO/RAC
technique and determine the operationally defined fractions of NOM from three unique
surface waters with varying physiochemical characteristics. This included:
dissolved organic carbon, dissolved nitrogen, bromide, nitrate, and various total
element mass balances and recoveries,
specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA254) measurements,
pH,
column capacity factor and concentration, and
overall method performances and efficiencies.
Efficiency of RO was assessed by closing mass balances for DOC, dissolved nitrogen
(DN), bromide (Br-), nitrate (NO3-), total calcium (Ca), total potassium (K), total
manganese (Mn), total iron (Fe), total magnesium (Mg), total aluminum (Al), total copper
(Cu), total phosphorous (P), total zinc (Zn), total sulfur (S), and total boron (B). The
efficiency of RAC was assessed by closing mass balances for DOC, Br-, and NO3-.
Additionally, RO was also evaluated by investigating the effect of pH on NOM isolation,
and RAC was evaluated by investigating the effect of column operational parameters
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(column capacity factor, k’, and solute initial concentration, C0) on NOM fractionation.
The SUVA254 of the isolated NOM after RO and the fractionated NOM after RAC was
obtained during the study.
At a later date by another research team, the work in this study was also used to
examine the reactivity of NOM to form two classes of regulated DBPs, trihalomenthanes
(THMs) and haloacetic acids (HAA9).

The RO isolates and RAC fractions samples

were used to confirm that reactivity was not altered during the RO and RAC procedures
(Hong 2006; Song et al., 2008).
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
NOM can be classified in several ways. The simplest classification is based on
the physical characteristics of NOM that seaparate it as particulate organic matter (POM)
and dissolved organic matter (DOM). Often, DOC is used as a synonym for DOM,
because carbon is the most abundant element in DOM. DOC is defined as the organic
carbon able to pass through a 0.45 micrometer ( m) membrane. Similarly, particulate
organic carbon (POC) is used to refer to POM. It is the organic carbon retained on a 0.45
m membrane. Generally, about 80-90% of NOM is present in the dissolved phase in
natural waters, but there exists also a colloidal fraction that can both pass and be retained
on a 0.45 m membrane (Leenheer and Croue, 2003; Leenheer, 2004).
NOM can be classified based on origin as well.

It can originate from

physiochemical and biological processes within a water body (autochthonous), or
transported from external terrestrial sources via runoff or groundwater leaching
(allochthonous). Since NOM is not formed from one specific source or reaction, there
exists variability between individual NOM molecules and between different watersheds.
NOM size, concentration, and composition depend on many factors such as sources of
NOM, water quality, and physical and chemical reactions that occur in the water. The
formation of autochthonous NOM is influenced by the activity of aquatic plants and
algae, as well as the biodegradation, transformation, photodegradation, oxidation, and
solid-liquid phase partitioning of organics present in the water (Imai et al., 2001;
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Leenheer, 2004). Autochthonous NOM mainly consists of lower aromatics and higher
aliphatic organics. Compared to allochthonous NOM, it has a relatively lower carbon to
nitrogen ratio, less aromatic content, and less color. Allochthonous NOM results from
reactions involving soil debris and vegetation. It generally has a pedogenic origin and is
comprised of highly aromatic compounds that contain lignin.
Aqueous solubility is another parameter for NOM classification. Fulvic acids are
completely soluble over the entire pH range. Humic acids tend to precipitate at low pH
values. Humin fractions are always insoluble at any pH (Croue et al., 2003).
Lastly, NOM can be classified by hydrophobicity. The components of NOM are
operationally defined as hydrophilic, transphilic and hydrophobic (Croue et al., 2000;
Kwon et al., 2005). The hydrophilic characteristics of NOM are primarily due to the
hydrophilic functional groups such as carbohydrates, proteins, amino acids, and amino
sugars.

The hydrophobic characteristics stem from humic materials comprised of

polyhydroxy aromatics, lignin, carbonyl, carboxyl, methoxyl, and aliphatic units. The
transphilic characteristics share the characteristics of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
components. In most natural waters, the hydrophilic species are linked to autochthonous
and the hydrophobic species to allochthonous organic matter (Croue et al., 2003).
Transphilic species are linked to both.
DOC concentrations in natural waters vary spatially and temporally (Thapa et al.,
2003). Seasonal variations in DOC occur due to changes in biological activity and run-off
events. Variations in DOC concentration between a variety of water sources result from
different environments of the individual watersheds.
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2.1 Isolation Using RO
RO isolation is the most widely used method to concentrate NOM from natural
waters (Serkiz and Perdue, 1990; Sun et al., 1995; Kilduff et al., 2004). The ideal goal of
any isolation procedure is to concentrate NOM from natural water in high yields without
altering its natural structure and reactivity.
Isolation of NOM using RO is a simple process providing large quantities of
concentrated NOM (Odegaard and Koottatep, 1982; Serkiz and Perdue, 1990; Clair et al.,
1991; Croue et al., 1993; Crum et al., 1996; Gjessing et al., 1998, 1999). This method is
able to rapidly process a large volume of water with high recoveries of NOM (Ma et al.,
2001; Sun et al., 1995). In practice, a field scale portable RO system is used. A typical
field scale system uses a submersible pump to supply source water to the system. The
water is first filtered to remove particulate and colloidal matter, and then it is softened to
remove divalent cations, such calcium and magnesium. This prevents fouling of the
membrane via formation of solid precipitates. The pre-treated water is then pumped to
the RO membrane under high-pressure conditions. Water that passes the RO membrane
is released from the system as permeate.

Molecules that do not pass through the

membrane are recirculated and concentrated in the system as a retentate.

With

continuous operation of the system, this method produces a retentate highly concentrated
with NOM. As compared to other isolation procedures (e.g. vacuum distillation, freeze
drying, and ultrafiltation), the advantages of the RO method include:
a large volume of water can be rapidly processed within days,
a high percentage of NOM is recovered,
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no harsh chemical conditions, such as to alter the pH, are used,
only minimal fractionation occurs,
NOM can be easily concentrated to a desired concentration, and
it is more efficient than other isolation methods in terms of a volume and mass
balance.
The disadvantages of the RO method include:
inorganic constituents are also concentrated to some degree along with NOM,
pretreatment of the source water is necessary,
fouling of the membrane surface or its pores can occur,
NOM can be lost during the process due to sorption, leakage, and
precipitation, and
a field scale RO system requires a high initial investment.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the RO method, mass balances should be
performed for each isolation trial. A mass balance is required for a quantitative analysis
of NOM recovered and rejected from the process. The mass of NOM recovered is the
sum of the mass of NOM in the final retentate and the mass recovered from flushes of the
membrane during the cleaning of the system at the end of a run. The percent recovery, as
calculated by dividing mass recovered by mass applied to the system, indicates the
efficiency of the RO method (eq 2.1). Performance of the RO membrane can also be
expressed as the percent loss as calculated by dividing the mass of NOM in the permeate
by the mass applied to the system (eq 2.2), or the percent rejection as calculated by
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dividing the mass of NOM in the retentate by the sum of the mass in the retentate and
permeate (eq 2.3) (Sun et al., 1995).

(eq 2.1)

(eq 2.2)

(eq 2.3)

Where CR: retentate concentration, VR: retentate volume, CF: concentration of membrane
flush, VF: volume of membrane flush, CS: DOC concentration of the source water, VS:
volume of the source water, CP: concentration of permeate, and VP: volume of permeate.
The RO method has been reported to have higher percent recoveries of NOM, more than
80% as quantified by DOC, as compared to other isolation procedures (Serkiz and
Perdue, 1990; Sun et al., 1995; Abbt-Braun and Frimmel, 1999; Kitis et al., 2001;
Maurice et al., 2002). Examples of typical recoveries of RO systems are given in Table
9

2.1. Although a number of studies have reported the percent recoveries for RO isolation,
few studies report mass lost to the permeate and mass recovered in the flushes. Many
studies do not even specify if the cleaning of the membrane was performed. Closed mass
balances are rarely provided, and only a few studies report percent loss or percent
rejection. It is important for these parameters to be specified and included to merit a
better evaluation of the RO isolation method. Further, most studies report the mass
recovery of carbon, and there is no information available regarding the mass recovery of
nitrogen in the literature.

Table 2.1 Literature values for NOM recoveries, losses, and mass balances after RO

Intercoastal Waterway, SC
Edisto River, SC
Lake Bowen, SC
Suwannee River, GA
Drummond Lake, VA
Newport River, NC
Cypress Swamp, DE
Colorado River Water, CA
Gartempe River, France
Thames River, England
Lake Terjevann, Norway
Ogeechee River, GA
Clinch River, TN
Suwannee River, GA
Moose Pit Brook, Canada

NOM
Recovery
(%)
95.9-96.3
93.9-98.2
94
90.8-95.7a
90.3a
94.7a
84.1a
75b
NR
NR
84.6-90.1
83-94c
88c
85c
~70

Suwannee River, GA

89.6-90.1a

Source

(%)
0.3-0.7
2.2-3.5
8.1
1.3-2.2
2.6
2.8
12.2
<5
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
1.6

NOM Mass
Balance
(%)
96.2-97.0
96.1-101.7
102.1
92.9-96.1a
92.9a
97.5a
96.3a
NR
97b
102b
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

5.0-7.0

~95-97a

NOM Lost

Reference
Kitis et al., 2001
Kitis et al., 2001
Kitis et al., 2001
Ma et al., 2001
Ma et al., 2001
Ma et al., 2001
Ma et al., 2001
Hwang et al., 2001
Croue et al., 2000
Croue et al., 2000
Andersen et al., 2000
Sun et al., 1995
Sun et al., 1995
Sun et al., 1995
Clair et al., 1991

Serkiz and Perdue, 1990
Membrane flushes were performed and were not included in reported values. b Membrane flushes were
not specified as to if they were performed. c Average values from several isolations. NR-not reported.
a

The efficiency of the RO method is dependent upon several factors. Source water
characteristics, membrane operating pressure, volume of water processed, and species
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present in the NOM all have an effect on the performance of the membrane (Odegaard
and Koottatep, 1982; Sun et al. 1995; Gjessing et al., 1999; Escobar et al., 2000; Hu et
al., 2003; Kilduff et al., 2004). The concentration of NOM in the source water did not
affect the recovery of NOM as reported by Sun et al. (1995). However, high DOC
concentration in source waters was reported to reduce the transport of humic species
across the membrane, resulting lower recovery of NOM (Odegaard and Koottatep, 1982).
The increase in source water hardness and ionic strength was shown to decrease the
rejection of small molecular weight compounds for low pH waters (Escobar et al., 2000).
According to Kilduff et al. (2004) and Sun et al. (1995), pretreatment of source water by
an ion exchanger and prefiltration reduces membrane fouling. The operating pressure did
not affect carbon recovery or permeate quality at typical low operating pressures of 80
pounds lbs/in2 (psi) (Odegaard and Koottatep, 1982; Sun et al., 1995; Kilduff et al.,
2004). Sun et al. (1995) reported that the percent rejection decreases by 20% as the pH
decreased from 7 to 4, and attributed the decrease to the speciation of NOM molecules at
this pH. At low pH, molecules become protonated; therefore, the rejection through the
RO membrane decreases. The DOC recovery is not affected by the volume of water
processed. On the other hand, the recovery of simple salts such as sodium chloride
(NaCl) and sodium acetate (C2H3O2Na) decrease with the increase in water volume
processed (Sun et al., 1995). Some literature data indicated that the nature of the NOM
affects recoveries.

Gjessing et al.

(1999) concluded that the differences in NOM

composition among source waters affect RO performance. Source waters with a higher
percentage of lower molecular weight compounds had large NOM losses to the permeate.
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In addition, Hu et al. (2003) reported the RO method achieved higher recoveries of acid
and neutral fractions than base fraction due to the greater repulsion incurred by the
negative charge of the RO membrane.

Also, high molecular weight branched

hydrophobic molecules gave higher recovery than low molecular weight hydrophilic
molecules. According to Clair et al. (1991), low molecular weight NOM with carboxylic
and phenolic acid sites can leak through the membrane.
RO isolates have been used to characterize NOM based on DOC, SUVA254,
molecular weight distribution, elemental distribution, carbon to nitrogen (C:N) ratio,
hydrolyzable amino acids and carbohydrates, anionic particle charge, fluorescence,
octanol solubility, and more (Gjessing et al., 1998, 1999; Abbt-Braun and Frimmel, 1999;
Alberts and Takacs, 1999; Kitis et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2001; Fettig 1999; Munster, 1999;
Andersen et al., 2000; Thapa et al., 2003). As a result, the effect of the RO method on
NOM characterization has also been researched. For some studies, the RO retentate was
freeze-dried.

These samples were reconstituted by dissolving them in DDW for

comparison purposes. Kitis et al. (2001), Gjessing et al. (1998), and Crum et al. (1996)
reported that original source and reconstituted waters were very similar with respect to
DOC, SUVA254, alkalinity, conductivity, ionic strength, total nitrogen (N), sulfate (SO4),
chloride (Cl-), and citrate. According to Crum et al., (1996), Gjessing et al. (1998,
1999), and Abbt-Braun and Frimmel (1999), the concentration of Ca, K, Mg, Fe, Mn, Al,
organic nitrogen, acetate, and Cu is lower in reconstituted samples due to the loss to
cation exchanger resin and/or NOM complexation. A sodium-form cation exchanger can
remove more than 80% of divalent cations. Trivalent cations can easily bind to sites on
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NOM. As a result of the cation exchanger, the sodium (Na) concentration increases in
the reconstituted samples. There is also a loss of more than 50% in silica (SiO2) and
NO3- in the reconstituted samples. The reason for this loss was undetermined. It was
also found that isolation increases the anion deficit (Gjessing et al., 1998, 1999). Clair et
al. (1991) reported that the functional group distribution varies between the original
water and RO retentate. Available acid-base sites are lower in the retentate due to
polycondensation reactions. In summary, it was reported that reconstituted samples can
slightly vary in physical, chemical, and chromatographical characterization to original
samples. Also, it is expected that RO isolates do not represent the seasonal variances in
composition of NOM due to sampling time (Munster, 1999). Overall, RO isolation
preserves NOM properties, avoids NOM fractionation, and it is recommended when large
sample volumes are required (Serkiz and Perdue, 1990; Clair et al., 1991; Gjessing et al.,
1999; Kilduff et al., 2004).
The effect of RO isolation on the reactivity of NOM has not been widely studied.
NOM reactivity includes disinfectant by-product (DBP) formation, metal-binding, proton
capacity, adsorption properties, membrane fouling, and toxicity.

Most research has

reported variations in NOM reactivity with respect to the method of sample isolation or
the origin of source water (Gjessing et al. 1998; Abbt-Braun and Frimmel, 1999; Takacs
and Alberts, 1999; Lu and Allen, 2002). However, there are few studies that report the
impact of RO isolation on NOM reactivity. Kitis et al. (2001) and Kilduff et al. (2004)
reported that RO isolation does not affect DBP formation, resin adsorption, activated
carbon adsorption, competition with trichloroethylene (TCE) for activated carbon
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adsorption, and membrane fouling. De Schamphelaere et al. (2005) concluded that RO
isolation does not alter the protective effects of NOM on the toxicity of Zn and Cu.
Based on the research available, it can be concluded that RO isolation minimally affects
NOM reactivity. More detailed information from the literature studies mentioned above
is provided in Appendix A.

2.2 Fractionation Using RAC
Fractionation of NOM serves as a useful preparatory method to examine the
nature of NOM components and their reactions, and RAC is one of the most frequently
used fractionation methods.

The RAC procedure utilizing XAD-type resins was

developed by Leenheer (1981).

The method is presently accepted as the leading

fractionation technique (Ma et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2003).
The advantages associated with the RAC method include:
NOM is directly isolated from the water,
large volumes of water can be processed rapidly and simply as compared to
other fractionation techniques,
humic material is separated from inorganic substances,
the reactivity or SUVA254 of NOM is typically not altered (Kitis et al., 2001),
the percent recovery of NOM is typically large (Leenheer,1981),
NOM can be separated into various sub-fractions (Marhaba et al., 2003).
The disadvantages include:
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organic matter can be easily contaminated if the resin is not carefully cleaned
(Thurman and Malcolm, 1981),
there exists no universal fractionation protocol (Marhaba et al., 2003),
it is not suitable for waters with a TOC less than 5 ppm (Marhaba et al., 2003),
extremely low and high pH conditions are required (Marhaba and Van, 2000).
The fractionation of NOM is operationally defined based on fractionation
parameters as mentioned above (Leenheer, 1981; Thurman and Malcolm, 1981; Tadanier,
1999). The original technique separated NOM into six fractions (Leenheer, 1981). Since
then, many modifications have been implemented (Aiken et al, 1992; Hwang et al., 2001;
Imai et al., 2001; Leenheer 2000). The procedure used in this study classifies NOM into
three fractions using a simplified version of the Leenheer protocol. These fractions are
hydrophobic (HPO), transphilic (TPH), and hydrophilic (HPI) NOM. This procedure has
also been used by Cho et al. (1998), Croue et al. (2003), Leenheer (2004), and Hua and
Reckhow (2005). In this process, two resin columns in series are packed with DAX-8
(i.e. XAD-8) and XAD-4 resin, respectively.

These types of resins are non-ionic

macroporous materials and can effectively fractionate NOM with relatively high process
rates and large quantities of water due to their high affinity for NOM, low affinity for
inorganic salts, and high elution efficiency (Maurice et al., 2002, Kitis et al., 2002). The
pH of the NOM solution is lowered below 2 and applied to the DAX-8 column. The
effluent of the DAX-8 column is then applied to the XAD-4 column. The NOM sorbed
to the DAX-8 resin is classified as HPO NOM, and the NOM sorbed to the XAD-4
column is TPH NOM. The XAD-4 column effluent (i.e. non-adsorbable NOM) is HPI
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NOM. The HPO and TPH NOM are desorbed from the resin in two steps. A 75/25
acetonitrile/water solution is first applied, followed by 0.1 molar (M) NaOH. The NOM
desorbed in the acetonitrile/water solution from the DAX-8 resin is the HPO neutral
fraction, and that from the NaOH solution is the HPO acid fraction. In the XAD-4
column, the acetonitrile/water solution desorbs the TPH neutral fraction, and the NaOH
solution desorbs the TPH acid fraction. For this study, the total HPO and TPH fractions
(i.e. the sum of the neutral and acid portions) were reported.
In the literature, DOC mass balance calculations are provided in order to
determine the overall efficiency of the RAC method, the efficiency to recover NOM from
the resins (i.e. the efficiency of desorption), and the contribution of each fraction to the
total mass (Kitis et al., 2002). Typical overall DOC recoveries are summarized in Table
2.2. The RAC method has been shown to result in high mass recoveries due to the
efficient capture of hydrophobics, transphilics, and hydrophilics on XAD-type resins
(Leenheer, 1981, Marhaba et al., 2003).

Note that most studies report either mass

balances or percent recoveries of desorbed NOM, not both. Additionally, few studies
provide complete mass balances or complete percent recoveries, as well as the equation
for which they were determined.
When provided, typical mass balances are greater than 90% with few exceptions.
Metal recovery was examined by Tadanier et al. (1999), and it was reported that Mn was
greater than 80% recovered. Alternatively, Al and Fe had incomplete mass balances. In
this procedure, two types of ion exchange resins were employed in addition to DAX-8
resin. Low recoveries of Al and Fe were attributed to irreversible adsorption on the
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exchanged resins and/or the “mechanical sieving of mineral phase colloids by the resin
columns.” Note that there is no information available regarding nitrogen or other ion
mass balances and recoveries.
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Table 2.2 Fractionation of DOM in the literature
Source
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Lake drummond, Va (Tadanier et al. 1999)
Lake drummond, Va (Tadanier et al. 1999
Nakdon River, noncolliodal (Kwon et al. 2005)
Nakdon River, colloidal (Kwon et al. 2005)
South Platte River, Denver CO (Thurman and Malcolm 1981)
Suwanee River, Fargo GA (Thurman and Malcolm 1981)
Lake Kasumigaura, Japan (Imai et al. 2001)
River water into Lake Kasumigaura, Japan (Imai et al. 2001)
Apremont Reservoir, France (Martin-Mousset et al. 1997)
Camboux Reservoir, France (Martin-Mousset et al. 1997)
Mervent Reservoir, France (Martin-Mousset et al. 1997)
Charente River, France (Martin-Mousset et al. 1997)
Loire River, France (Martin-Mousset et al. 1997)
Mayenne River, France (Martin-Mousset et al. 1997)
Sevre Nantaise River, France (Martin-Mousset et al. 1997)
CR and R/M Treatment (Marhaba et al. 2003)
Plants Raw Influent, Westfield NJ (Marhaba et al. 2003)
CR Filter Influent, Westfield NJ (Marhaba et al. 2003)
CR Filter Effluent, Westfield NJ (Marhaba et al. 2003)
CR Finished, Westfield NJ (Marhaba et al. 2003)
Intercoastal Waterway, SC (Kitis et al. 2002)
Tomhannock Reservoir, NY (Kitis et al. 2002)
Aqueous extracts of forest floor sample Norway spruce,
Germany (Dilling and Kaiser 2002)
Sample Scots pine, Germany (Dilling and Kaiser 2002)
Aqueous extracts of forest floor sample European beech,
Germany (Dilling and Kaiser 2002)

DOC

SUVA254

mg/L
45
45
2.25
2.31
4
4
4.08
2.76
7.1
7.8
6.8
2.8
3.9
4.2
5.3

L mg-1 m-1

k'
30
88

1.81
2.49

16.1
21
3.7
3.7
3.2
2
2.2
3.3
2.8

NR
100
100
50
50

HPO

TPH

HPI

Mass Balance

%
79
61
50
31

%

%
96

19
32

%
17
39
31
37

98
102

27
28
27
27
33
27
26

57
54
17
21
18
23
26
25
25

41
48
56
51
55
50
41
48
49

4.92

50

54

47

101

1.97
1.61
1.68
20.2
3.3

50
50
50

37
24
17
66
36

68
78
80

105
102
97

100
100

63
59

100

29

4.65
2.09

Source
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South Platte River, Denver CO (Croue et al. 2000)
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta water, CO (Croue et al.
2000)
Colorado River Water, CO (Croue et al. 2000)
Lake skjervatjern, Norway (Knulst et al. 1998)
Oise River (Cho et al. 1998)
Horsetooth Reservoir (Cho et al. 1998)
Silver Lake (Cho et al. 1998)
Orange county groundwater (Cho et al. 1998)
Vass WTP water, NC (Lee et al. 2004)
St. Paul water, MN (Lee et al. 2004)
Chesapeake water, VA (Lee et al. 2004)
Quebec City WTP, After Ozonation (Beaulieu et al. 2004)
Waco Drinking WP intake, TX (Hua and Reckhow 2005)
Winnipeg DWP, Manitoba (Hua and Reckhow 2005)
Springfield DWP intake, MA (Hua and Reckhow 2005)
Tampa DWP intake, FL (Hua and Reckhow 2005)
Blank: not reported in the study.

DOC

SUVA254
-1

mg/L
2.6

L mg m
2.4

2.3
2.6
8.73
2.84
3.12
3.88
6.8
5.1
8
22.4
~1.5
4
7.9
3.3
12.9

2.7
1.7
1.16
2.95
4.5
5.69
2.8
2.3
3.62
~1.3-2
2.8
1.6
3.5
4.4

k'

HPO

TPH

HPI

Mass Balance

%
26

%
40

%

100

%
34
34
42
88
19
43
57
90
49
40
53
44
49
44
50
50

12
15
6

22
13.4
6

68
70.4

-1

5
5
50

19
43
57
90
29
28
23
22
26
29

22
32
24
22
26
27

88

It is important to note that the fractionation of NOM is dependent upon several
factors during the procedure, and there exists no identical procedure to classify the
fractions (Peuravuori et al., 1997; Marhaba et al., 2003). These factors include the
chemical/physical isolation procedure, species present in the NOM, pH of the applied
NOM solution, and the column capacity factor (k’) (Marhaba and Van, 1999). In most
RAC studies, there are many modifications of the original fractionation procedure
developed by Leenheer (1981). This includes the use of cation and anion exchangers,
different adsorbant resins (i.e. XAD-1, -2, and -7), additional DAX-8 resin columns,
alternative desorbants and desorption mechanisms, and the use of dialysis (Afcharian et
al., 1997; Dilling and Klause, 2002; Lu and Allen, 2002; Maurice et al., 2002). Kaiser
(1998) reported that the increase in Fe, Al, and Ca in the applied solution decreased the
NOM HPO fraction (i.e. increased the TPH/HPI fraction) on DAX-8 resin. The effect
was greatest for Fe, followed by Al and Ca. It also became more prominent at lower
DOC concentrations and higher pH values. Polyvalent cations form complexes with
NOM. These complexes interfere with the interaction between HPO NOM and DAX-8
resin. According to Aiken et al. (1979), the most efficient adsorption of HPO acid on
DAX-8 occurs at very low pH values (i.e. less than 2). The affinity of HPO acids on
DAX-8 drastically decreases from pH 1 to 3 and continues to decrease as pH approaches
neutral. At pH 7, negligible adsorption is observed. It was reported that pH 2 is optimum
as to avoid NOM denaturization yet obtain high capacity.
RAC fractionation of NOM depends on the adsorption and elution of organic
solutes on the resin. Adsorption and elution are controlled by the polarity of the solutes
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in the NOM and the ratio of resin quantity to the volume of water passed through the
resin bed. At a given ratio of resin quantity to the volume of water passed within a DAX8 resin column, HPO solutes are designated as those solutes of which greater than 50%
are retained on a resin and TPH/HPI solutes are those of which greater than 50% are
eluted from the resin. On XAD-4 resin, TPH solutes are those of which greater than 50%
are retained and HPI solutes of which greater than 50% are eluted. In frontal adsorption
chromatography, the fraction distribution is illustrated by a breakthrough curve of a

Concentration

hypothetical organic solute in the resin column effluent (Figure 2.1).

VE
Effluent Volume

2VE

Figure 2.1 Breakthrough Curve
VE is the breakthrough volume where the effluent concentration of a solute is half the
influent concentration. At 2VE, the point at which the effluent concentration is the
maximum acceptable, the integrated area of solute adsorption equals the integrated area
of solute elution. The VE of a solute from a resin column is described by the following
equation:
(eq 2.4)
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where V0 is the void volume of the resin and k’ is the mass of solute sorbed on the resin
divided by the mass of solute dissolved in the water. The V0 is the resin bed volume
times the porosity of the resin (i.e. Vε). The elution volume of a hypothetical solute that
is 50% retained and 50% eluted (integrated area of solute adsorption equals the integrated
area of solute elution on the breakthrough curve) is given by:

(eq 2.5)

After substitution of the two equations,
(eq 2.6)

For fraction designation, the required elution volume, V0.5r, at an assigned k’0.5r and resin
volume, is calculated by this equation. For example, if the k’0.5r is set to 15 for a 1L resin
column (Vε = 0.65), the required breakthrough elution volume applied to the column is
20.8 L. If a particular solute had a k’0.5r of 7 for the resin (i.e. measure of the solute’s
affinity for the resin), the solute will pass through the column. Another solute with a
k’0.5r of 50 will be retained by the resin. The same solute can have a different affinity for
different resins. If a solute has a k’0.5r of 5 for DAX-8 resin, the solute will pass through
the DAX-8 column. However, if the same solute has a k’0.5r of 20 for XAD-4 resin, the
solute will be retained by the XAD-4 resin. Therefore, the solute would be designated as
TPH NOM (Leenheer et al., 1981; Thurman and Malcolm, 1981; Hwang et al., 2001).
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The equation that governs Leenheer’s fractionation protocol is based on the
adsorption theory. The adsorption isotherm is defined as the equilibrium relationship
between the mass of solute per mass of resin, qe, and the equilibrium concentration of
solute in solution, Ce. The Freundlich Isotherm is the most common model to describe
this function, and it has the form:

In the Freundlich equation, the constant K is related the affinity of the resin for the solute,
and 1/n is a function of strength of adsorption. When the strength of adsorption is large,
1/n becomes very small and the capacity, qe, becomes independent of Ce.
Leenheer’s adsorption isotherm for the fractionation protocol assumes that the
strength of adsorption is large; therefore, fractionation is independent of Ce and the
isotherm becomes linear. When this occurs, the constant K equals the capacity qe. In
terms of Leenheer’s equation, k’ is the same as Freunlich’s K, and it is related the affinity
of the resin for the solute. Leenheer’s k’, in turn, also equals qe; therefore, k’ is the ratio
of resin quantity to the volume of water passed through the resin bed (AWWA, 1990).
The k’ is an important parameter in designing fractionation experiments. Because
the specification of k’ designates NOM into operationally defined fractions, direct
comparison of fractionation results should be limited to experiments performed at the
same k’ (Tadanier et al. 1999; Kitis et al., 2002). It is important to note that in the
literature, k’ values are rarely reported. This makes the comparison of fractionation
results untrustworthy. Table 2.2 reports k’ values from RAC isolations. Currently, only
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two studies have examined the effect of k’ on RAC. For a given source water, as the k’
increased for DAX-8 fractionation, the percent HPO fraction decreased (Tadanier et al.,
1999) and the SUVA254 of the HPI fraction increased (Kitis et al., 2002). As k’ increases,
the NOM loading on the resin increases. Due to the decreased ratio of resin quantity to
the volume of water passed through the resin bed, NOM molecules of varying resin
affinity must compete for the finite number of adsorption sites (capacity). This results in
the selective adsorption of more HPO NOM on the resin, which effectively shifts
marginally HPO NOM into the HPI fraction (Tadanier et al., 1999; Kitis et al. 2002).
Many studies have examined the characterization and reactivity of specific NOM
fractions. These include but are not limited to DBP formation, fluorescence properties,
proton binding, copper complexation, average molecular weight, polydispersity,
elemental analysis, percent carbon distribution, membrane fouling, and SUVA254
(Thurman and Malcolm, 1981; Afcharian et al., 1997; Knulst et al., 1998; Kaiser, 1998;
Tadanier et al., 1999; Marhaba and Van, 2000; Ma et al., 2001; Lu and Allen, 2002, Kitis
et al., 2002; Maurice et al., 2002, Peuravuori et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2004). However,
studies specifically designed to examine the effect of RAC on NOM reactivity are
lacking. Kitis et al. (2002) prepared reconstituted samples (i.e. samples prepared by
mixing fractions in proportion to their mass contributions to the source water NOM) and
compared them to the original source water. They reported that DAX-8 fractionation
neither altered the SUVA254 nor the DBP formation and speciation. A more detailed
overview of RAC studies in the literature is provided in Appendix B.
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2.3. Isolation and Fractionation
As stated previously, NOM was isolated and fractionated using RO and
subsequent XAD-8/-4 RAC for this study. For successful and reliable RAC fractionation
of NOM (quantified by high NOM recovery and closed mass balances) it is practical to
isolate NOM with RO prior to RAC.

Based on the Leenheer RAC protocol, the

fractionated solution should be filtered and the DOC concentration should be above 5
mg/L. RO retentate is filtered and can be easily concentrated during RO isolation, thus
providing a properly prepared solution for RAC fractionation.

Few studies have

implemented this combined procedure in the literature. Also most studies have slight
modifications (Hepplewhite et al., 2001; Hwang et al.,2001; Park et al., 2002; Beaulieu et
al.,2004; Lee et al., 2004). Note that none of these studies focused on the efficiency of
the overall isolation/fractionation protocol. Mass balances were seldom reported, nor
was the effect of the overall procedure on the characterization and reactivity of NOM
examined often. Beaulieu et al. (2004) examined the DBP organic precursors. Park et
al. (2002) studied the catalytic oxidation of certain compounds and NOM on iron oxide.
The fouling of high-pressure membranes was researched by Lee et al. (2004). Hwang et
al. (2001) performed a study on the characterization and DBP formation potential of
NOM fractions. Lastly, Hepplewhite et al. (2001) used NOM fractions to understand
competition between NOM and taste and odor compounds for adsorption sites on
powdered activated carbon. For each, NOM was collected from freshwater sources using
RO. After XAD-8/-4 fractionation, NOM was separated into HPO, TPH, and HPI NOM.
Hwang et al. (2001) performed further fractionation of HPI NOM into bases and acids
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plus neutrals. Also, colloids were removed prior to RAC. Only Hwang reported mass
recoveries after RO isolation (Table 2.1). Hepplewhite et al. (2001) and Hwang et al.
(2001) both reported mass balances from RAC fractionation (Table 2.2).
Kitis et al. (2001) and Ma et al. (2001) used the same protocol excluding XAD-4
RAC. Kitis et al. (2001) used the protocol to test if DBP formation is a function of
SUVA distribution. Ma et al. (2001) studied Cu complexation of each fraction. For this
study, the RO concentrated DOM was filtered (pH 1) prior to DAX-8 RAC. This
allowed humic acids to precipitate and be collected in the filter as the humic acid fraction.
Ma et al. (2001) reported mass balances and recoveries from the RO isolation (Table
2.1). Lastly, Hu et al. (2003) replaced the XAD-4 column in the original protocol with
another DAX-8 resin column to study the treatability of each fraction by a RO
membrane. NOM was fractionated into fulvic acid, humic acid, HPO neutral, HPO base,
HPI acid, HPI base, and HPI neutral. Overall mass balances and desorption efficiencies
were calculated (Table A.1).
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this study was to gain insight to the principles of isolation
of NOM using RO and subsequent fractionation by RAC. As these techniques become
more commonly used and relied upon, it is important to understand their effectiveness,
strengths, weaknesses, and the factors that control their performances. This study
specifically examined:
DOC, DN, and various elemental mass balances during these procedures,
the efficiency of the processes as quantified by mass percent recovery and loss,
their impact on the selected characteristics of NOM,
the effect of pH during RO isolation, and
the effects of fractionation parameters on RAC fractionation.
The experimental procedures and analyses of this study were established based on the
needs of another research team. For that reason, the following was not studied as part of
this work:
the impact of the RO pretreatment process on the raw source water before RO,
the impact of the sodium-form cation exchanger on RO,
the effect of RO on RAC, and
the effect of source water ionic strength on RO and RAC.
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CHAPTER 4
MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1 NOM
NOM from three different surface waters with varying physiochemical
characteristics were investigated in this study. They included NOM in the influents to
three drinking water treatment plants in South Carolina: Greenville, Myrtle Beach, and
Spartanburg. The raw water sources for Greenville (GV), Myrtle Beach (MB), and
Spartanburg (SP) water treatment plants are Table Rock Reservoir, the Intercoastal
Waterway, and Lake Bowen, respectively. MB water has a high SUVA254 of 4.9 L/mgm, whereas GV and SP water have relatively low SUVA254 values of 1.9, and 2.3 L/mgm, respectively. The high SUVA254 value of MB water indicates that it mainly contains
allocthonous or pedogenic humics substances with larger molecular weight components
such as aromatic moieties and lignin. On the other hand, GV and SP waters are enriched
with autochthonous or aquagenic type humic substances with low molecular weight
components such as aliphatic moieties. It should be noted that the provided descriptions
of DOM used in this study are the expected characteristics based on the SUVA254 values.
More sophisticated techniques (e.g.,
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C-NMR and IR/FTIR, and Pyrolysis GC/MS) are

needed to obtain more insight to the DOM characteristics. For GV water, two separate
RO isolations were performed one week apart to examine the impact of pH. During the
first isolation, the source water was softened with a hydrogen-form cation exchanger,
reducing the pH to around 4 before applying the water to the RO membrane. The second
isolation involved a sodium-form cation exchanger and the pH of the water remained at
28

its original value (i.e., pH 6.9). The sodium-form cation exchanger was used in MB and
SP isolations.
In addition to the raw waters, the effluent after filtration from the Myrtle Beach
water treatment plant, and the effluent after sedimentation from the Spartanburg water
treatment plant were also included in this study.

4.2 RO System
The RO isolation technique was used at each source to isolate and concentrate
NOM.

The schematic of the field RO system is depicted in Figure 4.1, and the

characteristics of the system are summarized in Table 4.1. During the field operation, the
RO system was placed in the vicinity of the source water inlet of the water treatment
plant, and source water was obtained before any chemical addition. The source water
was withdrawn with a submersible pump then filtered with a series of filters with
decreasing pore size (10, 5, 1

m) to remove particles. Additionally, the water was

passed through a cation exchanger to replace multi-valent cations (mainly Ca2+ and Mg2+)
with a hydrogen form or sodium form, depending on the type of cation exchanger used.
Lastly, the water was filtered one last time through a 0.45 m filter. This pretreatment
process minimized fouling of the RO membrane. After pretreatment, the water was
collected in a 55-gallon high-density polyethylene tank for the purpose of recording the
volume processed and sampling for mass balance calculations. The water was then
siphoned to a 55-gallon stainless steel drum that served as a feed reservoir. The feed
solution was pumped to a high-pressure stainless-steel muti-stage centrifugal pump using
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a stainless-steel centrifugal transfer pump.

The high-pressure pump delivered the

solution to the RO membrane at about 4 gallons per minute (15 L/min). The membrane
was operated at a transmembrane pressure of 550 kPA (80 psig) which was found to be
optimal to minimize membrane fouling (Kilduff et al., 2004). The solution rejected by
the membrane (retentate) was routed back to the feed reservoir and reapplied to the
membrane for further concentration.
predetermined before the isolation.

A reference level in the feed reservoir was
During the isolation, samples of retentate were

collected from the reservoir when the water level in the reservoir was at the reference
level (indicating the same volume in the tank).

The solution passed through the

membrane (permeate) was collected in a 20 L jerrican for sampling and volume
measurement before it was discarded.

The permeate flow rate was maintained at

approximately 2 L/min throughout the operation.
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tank
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Figure 4.1 Process flow diagram of the reverse osmosis system

Table 4.1 Characteristics and specifications of the field-scale RO system
Parameter
Specification

#

Membrane #
Size
Module type
Material
Total surface area
Maximum operating pressure
Salt rejection @ 115 psig (500 ppm NaCl)

AK4040TF (3.9 inch x 40 inch)
Spiral-wound cross-flow
Aromatic polyamide thin film composite
89 ft2
400 psig
99% (typical)

Membrane Feed Water
Silt density index (15 min)
pH range
Maximum temperature
Maximum chlorine content
Maximum flow
Maximum turbidity

less than 5
3-11
10-30oC
less than 0.1 mg/L
6 gpm
less than 1 NTU

Osmonics, Inc.

At the end of the RO process, the isolated solution in the feed reservoir was reduced to
approximately 20 L and collected in a jerrican. The solution remaining in the void
volume of the system (e.g. membrane housing, tubing, and pumps) was emptied and
added to the isolated solution. Then, the system was flushed by recirculating about 50 L
of permeate adjusted to pH 10 with NaOH for about 20 min. The NaOH washing
solution was collected in 50 L polyethylene container and a sample was taken from the
container for mass balance calculation. After NaOH washing, the system was again
flushed with 200-300 L of permeate water or DDW (DOC < 0.3 mg/L) until the pH of
recirculating water was reduced to neutral pH (about 7). Samples were also taken and the
volume was recorded from each permeate washing solution for mass balance calculation.
The volume of water processed during RO varied for each source depending on the mass
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of DOM required to complete this study as well as other research studies, including NOM
reactivity as mentioned previously.
4.2.1 Mass Balance Calculations
Mass balance calculations were performed in order to determine the overall mass
recovery of each parameter of interest (e.g. DOC). This was based on the concentration
and volume measurements of the source, retentate, permeate, NaOH flush, and water
flush. Additionally, the mass in the individual samples taken was considered. Equation
4.1 was used:

(eq 4.1)

where, Vc and Cc are the volume and concentration of the isolate (~20 L) respectively; the
sum of Vpermeate

Cpermeate is the mass of the material (e.g., DOC) in all permeates

collected during the isolation; VNaOH
NaOH cleaning solution; Vflush

CNaOH is the mass of the material present in the

Cflush is the mass of the material present in the flush

water (either DDW or permeate); the sum of Vsamples Csamles is the mass of the material in
all the sample vials collected during the isolation; and Vsource

Csource is the mass of the

material in the pretreated source water feed that is applied to the membrane.

4.3 Fractionation
The DOM retentate obtained with the RO system was fractionated using a resin
adsorption method adopted from Leenheer (1981). Two types of resins with different
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characteristics (DAX-8 and XAD-4) were used to adsorb and fractionate the collected RO
concentrates into three fractions: HPO, TPH, and HPI. Since Rohm and Haas, the
original manufacturer of XAD-8, no longer makes this product, a characteristically
identical product under a different trade name, DAX-8 (Superlite), obtained from Supelco
was used. XAD-4 (Amberlite) was also purchased from Supelco. Table 4.2 presents the
characteristics of these resins.

Table 4.2 The characteristics of DAX-8 and XAD-4 Resins
DAX-8
Chemical Nature
Acrylic Ester
Pore Volume
0.79ml/g
Wet Density
1.09 g/ml
Skeletal Density
1.23 g/ml
Mean Surface Area
160 m2/g
Mean Pore Diameter
225 Å
Mesh Size
40-60

XAD-4
Polyaromatic
0.98ml/g
1.02g/ml
1.08g/ml
750m2/g
40 Å
20-60

DAX-8 is an acrylic ester with a tendency to adsorb the HPO fraction including aliphatic
carboxylic acids of 5-9 carbons, one and two ring aromatic carboxylic acids, one and two
ring phenols, and aquatic humic substances. XAD-4 is a styrene divinylbenzene with a
tendency to adsorb the TPH fraction including polyfunctional organic groups and
aliphatic acids with fewer than six carbons.

4.3.1 Resin Cleaning
Prior to use, both resins were cleaned thoroughly to prevent organic leaching from
the resin bleeding. The cleaning procedure followed a method adapted from Standley
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and Kaplan (1995). 800 mL of DDW was added to glass beakers containing 800 g of
each resin. The mixture was stirred and settled. Once settled, a solution of fine resin
material that had not settled was decanted.

This process of stirring, settling, and

decanting was repeated several times. Once the fines were removed, the mixture was
allowed to settle for 30 min and the resin was separated using a large flat bottom Buchner
funnel with a GFC glass fiber filter (Whatman). The resin was placed into a 2 L beaker
and washed with 1600 mL of Methanol (HPLC grade, EM Science) by gentle stirring
using a magnetic stirrer. After one hour of stirring, the slurry was settled, decanted, and
filtered using the GFC glass fiber filter. The same process was repeated with acetonitrile
(solvent grade, EM Science). This cycle of methanol and acetonitrile washing was
performed five times. After the cleanup, the resins were stored in a mixture of 50/50
methanol and DDW before use.
1 L of DAX-8 and 1 L of XAD-4 resin were placed in two separate glass columns
(600 mm in length, 48 mm in diameter). The resin underwent an aqueous cleaning
process as shown in Figure 4.2. About 20 L of DDW was pumped through both columns
to remove all methanol. This was followed by rinsing with 5 L of 0.1M HCl, 1500 mL of
DDW, and 5 L of 0.1 M NaOH at a rate of 40 mL/min. Then another 20L of DDW was
passed through the columns at 60 mL/min. This cycle was repeated three times to
eliminate sample contamination by resin bleeding. At the end of the rinsing process, the
DOC concentration of samples from XAD-4 column effluent was measured to ensure
complete rinsing.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of resin cleaning procedure
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4.3.2. Large-Scale Fractionation
Once the resin cleaning was complete, the fractionation of the RO retentate was
performed. Two parameters may impact fractionation of NOM: k’ (column capacity
factor), and C0 (DOM concentration in the applied solution). The k’ is directly related to
the volume of solution that can be processed for a given amount of resin (Leenheer,
1981). For this study, k’ of 15 with C0 of 150 mg DOC/L was used for the fractionation
of the RO retentates, and these parameters were kept constant for all trials so that the
results can be directly comparable among the different waters. Figure 4.3 provides a
schematic of the RAC fractionation procedure.

The RO retentate was diluted to a

concentration of 150 mg DOC/L, and the pH was adjusted to 2 using concentrated HCl.
The RO retentate was applied to the DAX-8 column at 40 mL/min using a peristaltic
pump. Before collecting effluent from the column, the first 600 mL (i.e. the void volume
of the resin) of column effluent was wasted in order to remove HCl left in the column.
Once RO retentate feeding was complete, the pump inlet was switched to a 0.1M HCl
solution reservoir and another 600mL of HCl was pumped while 600 mL of column
effluent was collected and added to the original column effluent. This was to ensure all
the retentate applied to the resin was collected. Following the HCl solution feeding, 1.5
L of formic acid solution (pH 2) was pumped through the column and the effluent was
wasted. The formic acid removed chloride ions prior to desorption. The DAX-8 column
was then sealed until performing desorption. The effluent from the DAX-8 resin column
was applied to the XAD-4 column. The same procedure for DAX-8 was repeated for
DOM fractionation on XAD-4.
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Once column runs were complete, both columns were desorbed. Initially, 1.5 L
of an acetonitrile (HPLC grade, EM Science)/water mixture (75/25, volume basis) was
pumped to the column at 20 mL/min to remove the formic acid. First, 600mL of column
effluent were wasted before effluent was collected. After feeding the acetonitrile/water
mixture, approximately 600 mL of DDW was pumped though the column, and the
effluent was collected with the acetonitrile/water wash. The column was then rinsed with
an additional 1L of DDW, which was disposed. Following the DDW rinsing, 1.5L of a
0.1M NaOH solution was pumped through the column to desorb NOM still remaining in
the column. The column effluent was collected again in a separate container. The
column was rinsed again with another 1 L of DDW and the effluent was wasted. The
same process was used for both DAX-8 and XAD-4 columns.

The fractionation

procedure resulted in several solutions of fractionated DOM. The fraction desorbed from
the XAD-8 column is considered to be the HPO portion (i.e. the sum of NOM desorbed
in both acetonitrile and NaOH), and that from the XAD-4 column is the TPH portion.
The HPI portion is the XAD-4 column effluent (Figure 4.3).
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Collect Effluent in Container

Figure 4.3 Schematic of the DOM fractionation procedure
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4.3.3 Small-Scale Fractionation
Small DAX-8 resin columns were used to study the effect of k’ and C0 on DOM
fractionation. The columns were designed as a small scale of the larger resin columns
used in fractionation. They were scaled down to one-tenth the size of the large-scale
columns; therefore, one-tenth the resin was used. The resin in the columns was washed
in the same manner as described previously. Each column was packed with 100 mL of
resin. In order to maintain the same empty bed contact time (EBCT) as the large-scale
column, the flow rate was reduced to 4 mL/min (one-tenth the large-scale column flow
rate). The effect of k’ was examined by four column experiments each with a different
volume of applied solution processed. Consequently, each experiment had a different k’
condition (2, 7, 15, 30) at a constant C0 (150 mg DOC/L) of the applied solution.
Experiments with DOM solutions with varying C0 (50, 100, and 150 mg DOC/L) were
conducted at a constant k’ (15) to investigate effect of C0 on fractionation. A solution of
RO retentate was applied to each column at a rate of 4 mL/min. The column effluent
(TPH plus HPI) was collected. The columns were desorbed with 2 to 4 L of 0.1M NaOH
solution to collect the HPO fraction. This was followed by rinsing with 500 mL of
DDW. Each effluent was collected and sampled for analytical measurements.

4.4 Lyophilization
Acetonitrile and formic acid were used in the desorption process of DOM;
therefore, lyophilization was used to remove these chemicals from the desorbed DOM
solutions (i.e. HPO in acetonitrile, HPO in NaOH, TPH in acetonitrile, and TPH in
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NaOH). This allowed for correct measurements of DOC mass. A cooling water bath
attached to the rota-evaporator condenser was set to 2.5°C. A heated water bath for the
evaporation flask was set to 45°C. One to 1.2 L of the desorbed solution was placed in a
2 L evaporation flask. This flask was attached to the rota-evaporator, and the vacuum
was closed. The flask was rotated and the solution began to boil. Most of the acetonitrile
and formic acid were removed when the boiling suppressed. The flask was removed at
this point, and another 500 mL of the desorbed solution was added to the solution. The
rota-evaporation process was repeated until all of the solution had been added to the
flask. After the desorbed NOM solution was concentrated, 500 mL of pure acetonitrile
was added to the flask and rota-evaporated again. Once boiling settled, another 500 mL
was added to the flask. This was repeated one more time to ensure the removal of formic
acid. Once complete, the solution was rota-evaporated until 400 mL remained in the
flask.

4.5 Freeze Drying
The desorbed NOM solutions were placed into respective specific freeze-dryer
containers once rota-evaporation was complete. The containers were placed in a freezer
until the desorbed solutions were frozen and then onto a freeze dryer. After freeze-drying
the samples were lyophilized and stored in powder form in a dessicator.
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4.6 Analytical Methods
During this study, a number of parameters were measured by analytical methods
developed according to USEPA or Standard Methods.

The parameters, units,

measurement methods, equipment used, and minimum reporting levels or accuracy are
summarized in Table 4.3.

For some samples, DDW was used for dilutions and

preparations of standards. The DOC of the DDW was less than 0.2 mg/L, and the ionic
strength was less than 0.006 mM.
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Table 4.3 Analytical methods and minimum reporting levels
Parameter

Unit

Measurement Method

Equipment

DOCb

(mg/L)

SMc 5310B

Total Nitrogen

(mg/L)

High Temperature Combustion

TOC-V CHS & TNM-1, Shimadzu
Corp., Japan
TOC-V CHS & TNM-1, Shimadzu
Corp., Japan

UV Absorbanced1
Total Alkalinity

Ca & Mg Hardness

0.1

SM 5910

DU 640, Beckman Inst. Inc., USA

0.005d2

SM 2320

NAg

2-4

SM 3500 (Ca-B and Mg-B)

ICP-AE, Spectra CIROS, USA

Ca: 0.25
Mg: 0.025

(mg/L as CaCO3)

(mg/L as CaCO3)
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( g/L)

USEPA Method 300

DX-600, Dionex Corp., USA

Br:25, NO3- and NO2-:50

Conductivitye1

( S/cm)

SM 2510

M90, Corning Corp., USA

0.5-1%e2

NH3

(mg/L)

SM 4500-NH3 F

NH3 Selective Electrode

0.1

SM 4500-H+

420A, Orion Corp., USA

0.01f

As reported by the manufacturer.
Reagent grade potassium hydrogen phthalate was used to prepare external standards. Precision ranged from 0.05 to 0.15 mg/L.
c
SM: Standard Methods (APHA, AWWA, and WEF, 2004).
d1
Measured at wavelengths of 254, 272 and/or 280 nm using a 1- or 5-cm cell. d2 Photometric accuracy (absorbance units).
e1
NaCl standards were used to correlate conductivity readings to ionic strength. e2 Relative accuracy.
f
Accuracy (pH units).
g
NA:Not applicable.
b

0.1

Br-, NO3-, NO2-

pH

a

Minimum Reporting Level or
Accuracya

CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the results obtained in this study. The chapter is organized
into four main sections: Source Water Characteristics, RO Isolation, Large-Scale
Fractionation, and Small-Scale Fractionation.

The sections contain individual sub-

sections. Each section will focus on comparing and contrasting the results obtained for
the three source waters used in this study.

5.1 Source Water Characteristics
At each location, a composite sample was generated during the RO isolation by
collecting 2 L of source water every day at the same time. Selected physiochemical
water quality characteristics were measured from this composite sample and are
presented in Table 5.1. The alkalinity for all waters is low. Typically South Carolina
surface waters are soft waters. These values are also in agreement with previous results
obtained for these waters (Kitis et al., 2001, 2002). The DOC and SUVA254 of GV and
SP waters are low, whereas the DOC and SUVA254 of MB water are high. This is
expected, as the source water of MB is the Intercoastal Waterway which receives
pedogenic humic substances from a terrestrial watershed. Also, a higher level of Br- was
detected in the MB water compared to the other two sources. This is probably due to
seawater intrusion.
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Table 5.1 Selected physicochemical characteristics of source waters
Parameter

Unit

Sample Collection Dates

Greenville

Myrtle Beach

Spartanburg

3/23-28/2004

6/29-30/2004

2/16-24/2005

DOC

(mg/L)

0.74

10.75

1.92

UV254

(cm-1)

0.014

0.522

0.043

SUVA254

(L/mg-m)

1.9

4.9

2.3

Bromide

(µg/L)

<MRL

68

<MRL

(-)

6.9

7.0

7.2

Alkalinity (as CaCO3)

(mg/L)

8

32

11

Calcium

(mg/L)

1.10

8.20

2.48

Magnesium

(mg/L)

0.41

2.05

1.08

Iron

(mg/L)

0.05

0.69

0.03

Aluminum

(mg/L)

1.44

0.14

0.01

Dissolved Nitrogen

(mg N/L)

0.11

1.45

0.49

Nitrate

(mg N/L)

0.05

0.23

0.03

Nitrite

(mg N/L)

<MRL

<MRL

0.01

Ammonia

(mg N/L)

<MRL

0.04

0.02

Dissolved Organic Nitrogen

(mg N/L)

0.06

1.18

0.43

(as mM NaCl)

0.49

3.94

0.43

pH

Ionic Strength

All values are for samples filtered using a pre-washed 0.45- m filter (either Osmonics PES or Gelman
Supor). MRL: Minimum Reporting Level.

5.2 RO Isolation
The three major goals of the RO isolation were to
assess the impact of pH on the DOM isolation,
evaluate the effiency of RO for DOM isolation from three source waters with
different DOM characteristics and after conventional treatment processes, and
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observe the effect of RO isolation on the NOM characteristics (as measured by
the SUVA254).
The DOM isolations were performed at the GV, MB, and SP drinking water
plants. Raw water isolations were performed at all three treatment plants. The DOM
isolation after conventional treatment was investigated at the MB and SP plants, and the
effect of pH was investigated at the GV plants by performing two isolations (one at pH 4
(GV1) and one at pH7 (GV2)).

5.2.1 Water Volume Balances
A water volume balance calculation was performed for each isolation and the
results are presented in Table 5.2.

For all isolations, good volume balances were

obtained; therefore, water losses during RO isolation were negligible.

This was

consistent with the field observation that there was no significant water spill or leaks
from the system during the time of operation. During both GV isolations, large volume
of water (approximately 6500 L) was processed. This was due to the very low DOC of
the GV source water (i.e., ~1.0 mg/L), and minimum DOM mass required (~5 g) for
further studies that the isolated DOM would be used. The GV isolations required one
week of field work. Similarly, the low DOC SP water required over 7100 L of water to
be processed to achieve the desired mass of DOC in the retentate, which took over a
week of field work. On the other hand, around 2300 L of source water was processed
during the raw MB isolation, which took only a couple days. The high DOC of the
source water (i.e., ~11 mg/L) reduced the time to isolate the DOM from this source.
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Although the treated water had a lower DOC than the raw water at both locations, the
volume of water processed was around the same or lower than that of raw isolations since
less DOM mass was required for further studies. Overall, the DOC concentration in the
water and the DOM mass targeted for isolation determined the length of time for field
work using RO.
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Table 5.2 Water volume balances for DOM isolations
RO Isolation

GV Raw Water, pH 4
GV Raw Water, pH 7
MB Raw Water
MB Treated Water
SP Raw Water
SP Treated Water

Water Applied
Vol.
(%)
(L)
6500
100
6579
100
2388
100
2585
100
7149
100
5501
100

Permeate

Retentate

Water Accounted For

Vol. (L)

(%)

Vol. (L)

(%)

Vol. (L)

(%)

6447
6553
2338
2624
7156
5522

99.2
99.6
97.9
101.5
100.1
100.4

22
21
56
21
43
19

0.3
0.3
2.3
0.8
0.6
0.3

6469
6574
2394
2645
7199
5541

99.5
99.9
100.2
102.3
100.7
100.7
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5.2.2 DOM Mass Balances
Once water volume balances were completed, mass balances were performed on
DOC, DN, Br-, NO3-, P, K, Ca, Mg, Zn, Cu, Mn, Fe, S, B, and Al. Tables 5.3 and 5.4
present the DOC mass balances for raw GV1 and GV2, and SP and MB RO isolations,
respectively. Table 5.5 presents the DOC mass balances for the treated MB and SP
isolations.
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Table 5.3 DOC mass balance for GV1 and GV2
DOC
(mg/L)

50

DOC applied
RO retentate
Permeates
NaOH wash #1
NaOH wash #2
NaOH wash total
Waterc wash #1
Water wash #2
Water wash #3
Water wash #4
Water wash #5
Water wash total
DOC Accounted for
DOC Recoveredd

150.2
0.19b
19.85
5.08
1.43
0.68
0.35
0.35
0.93

GV1
Vol.
(L)
22.4
6447.3
50
146.6
196.6
146.6
146.6
146.6
146.6
146.6
733

Mass
(mg)
6978.6
3366.1
1200.0
992.7
746.1
1738.8
209.1
99.9
51.2
51.7
136.7
448.6
6854.0
5104.9

%a
100
48.2
17.2
14.2
10.7
24.9
3.0
1.4
0.7
0.7
2.0
7.8
98.2
73.2

DOC
(mg/L)
167.3
0.07b
17.41
1.22
0.84
0.35
0.12
NP
NP

GV2
Vol.
Mass
(L)
(mg)
5132.8
20.7
3563.0
6553.4
451.6
50.6
881.0
125.5
152.8
176.1
1033.8
149.9
126.6
74.8
26.4
146.6
18.10
NP
NP
NP
NP
371.3
171.1
5119.7
4596.8

%a
100
67.4
8.8
17.2
3.0
20.2
2.5
0.5
0.4
NP
NP
3.4
99.7
89.6

a: With respect to DOC applied. b: Represent the average of about 53 individual permeate collected during the run. c: DDW was used. d: the sum of RO
concentrate and NaOH wash that was brought to the laboratory. NP: Not performed.

Table 5.4 DOC mass balance for MB and SP
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DOC applied
RO retentate
Permeates
NaOH wash #1
NaOH wash #2
NaOH wash total
Waterc wash #1
Water wash #2
Water wash #3
Water wash total
DOC Accounted for
DOC Recoveredd

DOC
(mg/L)
12.61
476.1
0.18b
73.12
NP
4.25
0.62
NP

MB
Vol.
(L)
2388
56.4
2338
41.7
NP
41.7
74.6
74.6
NP
149.3

Mass
(mg)
30113.3
26853.9
427.2
3052.6
NP
3052.6
317.1
46.1
NP
363.2
30696.9
29906.5

%a
100
89.2
1.4
10.1
NP
10.1
1.1
0.2
NP
1.3
101.9
99.3

DOC
(mg/L)
2.21
284.02
0.26b
28.42
1.79
3.07
0.94
0.43

SP
Vol.
Mass
(L)
(mg)
7149
15769.1
43.0
12220.6
7156.6
1891.1
48.9
1389.6
38.7
69.5
87.6
1459.1
66.5
204.0
127.2
119.5
54.5
23.7
248.2
347.2
15918
13679.7

%a
100
77.5
12.0
8.8
0.4
9.2
1.29
0.76
0.15
2.2
100.8
86.6

a: With respect to DOC applied. b: Represent the average of about 46 individual permeate collected during the run. c: DDW was used. d: the sum of RO
concentrate and NaOH wash that was brought to the laboratory. NP: Not performed.
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Table 5.5 DOC mass balance for Treated MB and SP
Treated MB
DOC
Vol.
Mass
(mg/L)
(L)
(mg)
DOC applied
3.89
2584.8 10062.7
RO retentate
374.86
20.74
7774.6
b
Permeates
0.16
2624
409.8
NaOH wash #1
50.7
40.1
2031.3
NaOH wash #2
NP
NP
NP
NaOH wash total
40.1
2031.3
Waterc wash #1
3.74
74.7
279.6
Water wash #2
1.14
74.7
85.0
Water wash #3
NP
NP
NP
Water wash total
149.3
364.6
DOC Accounted for
10580.3
DOC Recoveredd
9805.8

%a
100
77.3
4.1
20.2
NP
20.2
2.8
0.8
NP
3.6
105.1
97.4

DOC
(mg/L)
1.61
253.86
0.37b
27.65
NP
12.43
NP
NP

Treated SP
Vol.
Mass
(L)
(mg)
5501.0
8832.4
18.55
4709.6
5522.2
2036.6
52.01
1438.2
NP
NP
52.01
1438.2
46.53
578.4
NP
NP
NP
NP
46.53
578.4
8762.8
6147.7

%a
100
53.3
23.1
16.3
NP
16.3
6.5
NP
NP
6.5
99.2
69.6

a: With respect to DOC applied. b: Represent the average of about 46 individual permeate collected during the run. c: DDW was used. d: the sum of RO
concentrate and NaOH wash that was brought to the laboratory. NP: Not performed.

The distributions of DOM, as DOC, for the raw and treated water isolations are
given in Figures 5.1 through 5.6. These figures show the total DOM recovered and the
total DOM lost during isolation. The DOM recovered is the sum of the DOM in the
retentate and NaOH washes, and the DOM lost is the sum of the DOM in permeate, rinse
water, and that not accounted for. The SUVA254 values of raw source water and RO
retentate from the isolations are presented in Table 5.6. Table 5.7 summarizes the
percent DOM in the permeate, NaOH washes, and DDW washes during each isolation.

Total NOM Lost (27%)
NOM in Permeate (17%)
NOM in Rinse Water (8%)
NOM Not Accounted for
(2%)

Total NOM Recovered (73%)
NOM in NaOH Wash (25%)
NOM in RO Concentrate (48%)

Figure 5.1 Distribution of DOM, as DOC, in GV1 water during RO isolation at pH 4
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Total NOM Lost (12%)
NOM in Permeate (9%)
NOM in Rinse Water (3%)
NOM Not Accounted for
(0%)

Total NOM Recovered (88%)
NOM in NaOH wash (20%)
NOM in RO Concentrate (68%)

Figure 5.2 Distribution of DOM, as DOC, in GV2 water during RO isolation at pH 7

Total NOM Lost (2%)
NOM in Permeate (1%)
NOM in Rinse Water (1%)
NOM Not Accounted for
(-2%)

Total NOM Recovered (99%)
NOM in NaOH Wash (10%)
NOM in RO Concentrate (89%)

Figure 5.3 Distribution of DOM, as DOC, in MB water during RO isolation at pH 7
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Total NOM Lost (7.7%)
NOM in Permeate (4.1%)
NOM in Rinse Water (3.6%)
NOM Not Accounted for
(-5%)
Total NOM Recovered (97.5%)
NOM in NaOH wash (20.2%)
NOM in RO Concentrate (77.3%)

Figure 5.4 Distribution of DOM, as DOC, in Treated MB water during RO isolation
at pH 7
Total NOM Lost (14%)
NOM in Permeate (12%)
NOM in Rinse Water (2%)
NOM Not Accounted for
(0%)

Total NOM Recovered (86%)
NOM in NaOH wash (9%)
NOM in RO Concentrate (77%)

Figure 5.5 Distribution of DOM, as DOC, in SP water during RO isolation at pH 7
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Total NOM Recovered (69%)
NOM in NaOH wash (16%)
NOM in RO Concentrate (53%)

Total NOM Lost (30%)
NOM in Permeate (23%)
NOM in Rinse Water (6%)
NOM Not Accounted for
(1%)

Figure 5.6 Distribution of DOM, as DOC, in Treated SP water during RO isolation
at pH 7

Table 5.6 SUVA254 values for raw composites and RO retentates

Raw Water
Composite
RO
Retentate
a

GV2

MB

SP

Treated
MB

Treated SP

1.9

4.9

2.2

2.2a

1.1

2.9

4.9

3.2

2.2

1.6

SUVA254 of the pretreated source water.
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Table 5.7 Summary of percent DOM in the permeate and membrane washes during
RO isolation

Permeate
To Membrane
(NaOH Wash)
DI Wash
Total

Treated Treated
MB
SP

GV1

GV2

MB

SP

17.2

8.8

1.4

12

4.1

23.1

24.9

20.2

10.1

9.2

20.2

16.3

7.8
49.9

3.3
32.2

1.2
12.7

2.2
23.4

3.6
27.9

6.5
45.9

The effect of pH on RO isolation was investigated by comparing the DOM mass
balances of GV1 (pH 4) to GV2 (pH 7). Comparison of the relative distribution of DOM
in the two GV isolations shows that DOM isolation at pH 4 (GV1) resulted in 9% higher
DOM loss to the permeate and 10% higher DOM adsorbed onto the membrane (i.e., sum
of NaOH and DI water washes), leading to 19% less DOM in the RO concentrate as
compared to the isolation at pH 7 (Table 5.3). The lower RO isolation efficiency at pH 4
may be attributed to configurational changes of DOM molecules and positive charge
development on the membrane surface at reduced pH. At low pH, some acidic functional
groups (e.g. carboxylic and phenolic) on DOM are protonated, reducing negative charge
density within DOM molecules. The immediate impact of charge reduction on DOM
molecules is size reduction (or coiling) due to decreased intramolecular electrostatic
repulsion between the functional groups (Ghosh and Schnitzer, 1980). Therefore, with
the reduced size of DOM, the probability that DOM pass through the membrane
increases, resulting in higher loss of DOM to permeate as shown with the twice of DOM
mass lost to the permeate at pH 4 as compared to pH 7. Another possible explanation for
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lower loss of DOM at higher pH is that there will be increase of ionized DOM moieties at
high pH that they can be better retained to the membrane than the neutral DOM moieties
at low pH. Figure 5.7 provides a conceptual model to describe the configuration of
humic substances at different ionic strengths, pH and concentrations (Ghosh and
Schnitzer, 1980).

In addition, previous membrane researches have confirmed

configurational changes in humic substances with decreasing pH (Brown, 1975; Kwak
and Nelson, 1977; Kilduff and Weber, 1992).
Due to the negative effect of low pH on DOM recovery during RO isolation, it is
important to perform RO isolation at a neutral pH (~7) to prevent DOM losses to the
permeate and the membrane. As a result, the sodium cation exchanger was used instead
of the hydrogen exchanger during the MB and SP DOM isolations. The pH of the DOM
retentate was monitored during these isolations, and it always remained neutral.

High pH
>
Low Ionic Strength <
Low Concentration <

3.5
> Low pH
0.01 M < High Ionic Strength
4 g/l
< High Concentration

Figure 5.7 Configured changes in DOM structure as a function pH, ionic strength
and concentration (after Gosh and Schnitzer, 1980).
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Each isolation procedure had a mass balance greater than 98% (Table 5.3-5.5).
The amount of DOM recovered for GV2 water, MB water, treated MB water and SP
water were of 90%, 99%, 97%, and 87% respectively. Only 73% of the GV1 water and
69% of the treated SP water was recovered. Both raw and treated MB waters had the
highest DOM recoveries, and the amount of DOM lost to the permeate was the smallest
compared to the other waters (Table 5.7). The raw MB water had the highest SUVA254
and DOC compared to the other raw waters. The treated MB water also had a higher
SUVA254 than the treated SP water (Table 5.1). The higher recovery of DOM from MB
waters is consistent with previous studies on soft waters that higher SUVA254 and DOC
waters have greater DOM recoveries than lower SUVA254 and DOC waters (Kitis et al.,
2001). Generally, the molecular weight of DOM components increases with SUVA254,
yet some exceptions have been reported (Chin et al., 1994, Kitis et al., 2002). In this
study, however, the high recovery of MB DOM is attributed to the high molecular
weights of the DOM present in the water.
The largest inconsistencies among the three raw water isolations and among the
two treated water isolations were in the percent DOM mass lost in the permeate and the
percent DOM mass recovered in the NaOH washes (Table 5.7). For GV2 and raw SP
waters (i.e. low SUVA254 waters), the percent of DOM lost in the permeate were 8.8%
and 12%, respectively, and DOM mass recovered in the NaOH washes were 20.1% and
9.2%, respectively. More DOM was lost to the permeate during the SP isolation than
during the GV2 isolation, whereas the percent mass in the NaOH washes (i.e. membrane
fouling) was greater during the raw GV2 isolation than the raw SP isolation. Between the
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two treated waters, the low SUVA254 treated SP water lost 23.1% and the high SUVA254
treated MB water lost 4.1% to the permeate, yet the amount of DOM lost to the
membrane was relatively similar for both.
As addressed earlier, the high SUVA254 MB raw water lost the least amount of
DOM to the permeate as compared to GV2 and SP waters due to its higher content of
high molecular weight species. The percent mass of MB water recovered from the
membrane was similar to that of SP isolation, but it was lower than that of GV2 isolation.
Therefore, it is evident that more fouling occurred during the GV isolation. For the
treated waters, the extent of fouling was relatively similar for MB and SP waters (20 %
and 16 %, respectively), but it was about two times greater compared to that for
respective raw waters.

As observed in Table 5.7, SUVA254 did not have a direct

correlation with the mass lost to the permeate or the membrane, but the total mass of
DOM lost increased with decreasing SUVA for all isolations.
As reported in the literature, SUVA254 can be used as an indicator of any changes
in DOM characteristics incurred by RO isolation (Kitis et al., 2001). For MB water,
SUVA254 values reported in Table 5.6 are the same for raw water and RO retentate for
each water, indicating that RO isolation did not have significant impact on DOM
characteristics. However, for the two low SUVA254 waters, a difference in SUVA254
about 1 unit between the raw source water composite and the retentate was observed
(Table 5.6). The difference could be attributed to a combination of two factors: 1) Small
molecular weight low UV absorbing components could have passed through the
membrane into the permeate. This was evident in the mass of DOM lost in the permeate
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for these two waters. For raw GV2, SP, and MB, the percent lost to the permeate was
8.8, 12.0, and 1.4%, respectively. As a result, the RO retentate of GV and SP waters
would have had higher composition of high UV absorbing components, leading to higher
SUVA254 values of the RO retentates than the raw source waters. 2) Since a true time or
flow proportional raw source water was not created in this study, the composite may not
accurately represent the average DOM characteristics during the RO isolation. Due to the
low DOC concentration in GV and SP raw source waters, a greater volume of water was
processed before a desired concentration was achieved. As a result, RO isolation from
these sources took longer than that from MB isolation, and the SP treated water RO
isolation took even longer than the raw isolation. During these long periods, rain events
occurred. Since a raw water composite was obtained by collecting one 2-L sample of raw
source water every day at the same time, it is possible that the variability in the raw
source water SUVA254 was not captured in the raw water composites, especially during
the rain events.

5.2.3 DN Mass Balances
While a number of studies have reported mass recoveries or mass balances of
DOC during RO isolation, the fate of DN during RO isolation has received relatively
little attention. DN is defined as the sum of NO3-, nitrite (NO2-), ammonia (NH3) and N.
Kitis et al. (2001), Gjessing et al. (1998), and Crum et al. (1996) measured the total N
in reconstituted RO retentate and compared it to the N of the source water. Little is
known about the DN during RO isolation. In this study, mass balances were performed
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on DN to track the dissolved nitrogen throughout the isolation procedure. Tables 5.8 and
5.9 present the DN mass balances for GV1 and GV2, and SP and MB, respectively.
Table 5.10 presents DN mass balances for the treated SP and MB waters.

The

distributions of DN for all six isolations are given in Figures 5.8 through 5.13. Table
5.11 summarizes the percent DN in the permeate, NaOH washes, and DDW washes
during each isolation.
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Table 5.8 DN mass balance for GV1 and GV2
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DN applied
RO retentate
Permeates
NaOH wash #1
NaOH wash #2
NaOH wash total
Waterc wash #1
Water wash #2
Water wash #3
Water wash #4
Water wash #5
Water wash total
DN Accounted for
DN Recovered

DN
(mg/L)
0.12
6.72
0.06b
0.98
NM
0.18
0.13
0.15
0.06
0.13

GV1
Vol.
(L)
6496.7
22.4
6447.3
50.0
146.6
196.6
146.6
146.6
146.6
146.6
146.6
733.0

Mass
(mg)
755.0
150.6
399.8
49.0
NM
49.0
26.8
19.6
21.4
8.6
18.4
94.8
694.2
199.6

%a
100
19.9
53.0
6.5
NM
6.5
3.5
2.6
2.8
1.1
2.4
12.5
92.0
26.4

DN
(mg/L)
0.11
15.21
0.03b
1.80
0.25
0.18
0.13
0.12
NP
NP

GV2
Vol.
(L)
6579
20.7
6553.4
50.6
125.5
176.1
149.9
74.8
146.6
NP
NP
371.3

Mass
(mg)
750.0
314.9
225.1
91.0
31.0
122.0
27.7
10.1
17.4
NP
NP
55.2
717.2
436.9

%a
100
42.0
30.0
12.1
4.1
16.2
3.7
1.3
2.3
NP
NP
7.3
95.6
58.2

a: With respect to DN applied. b: Represent the average of about 53 individual permeate collected during the run. c: DDW was used. d: the sum of RO
concentrate and NaOH wash that was brought to the laboratory. NM: Not measured. NP: Not performed.

Table 5.9 DN mass balance for MB and SP
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DN applied
RO retentate
Permeates
NaOH wash #1
NaOH wash #2
NaOH wash total
Waterc wash #1
Water wash #2
Water wash #3
Water wash total
DN Accounted for
DN Recovered

DN
(mg/L)
1.45
47.41
0.20b
7.48
NP
0.47
0.05
NP

MB
Vol.
(L)
2388
56.4
2338.3
41.7
NP
41.7
74.6
74.6
NP
149.2

Mass
(mg)
3458.2
2674.1
464.98
312.2
NP
312.2
35.3
3.5
NP
38.8
3490.1
2986.3

%a
100
77.3
13.4
9.0
NP
9.0
1.0
0.1
NP
1.1
100.9
86.3

DN
(mg/L)
0.44
40.98
0.14
5.02
0.38
0.88
0.24
0.15

SP
Vol.
(L)
7149
43.0
7156.6
48.9
38.7
87.6
66.5
127.2
54.5
248.2

Mass
(mg)
3132.9
1763.6
1019.2
245.4
14.7
260.1
58.3
30.8
8.2
97.3
3140.2
2023.7

%a
100
56.3
32.5
7.8
0.5
8.3
1.9
1.0
0.2
3.1
100.2
64.4

a: With respect to DN applied. b: Represent the average of about 46 individual permeate collected during the run. c: DDW was used. d: the sum of RO
concentrate and NaOH wash that was brought to the laboratory. NP: Not performed.

Table 5.10 DN mass balance for Treated MB and SP
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DN applied
RO retentate
Permeates
NaOH wash #1
NaOH wash #2
NaOH wash total
Waterc wash #1
Water wash #2
Water wash #3
Water wash total
DN Accounted for
DN Recoveredd

DN
(mg/L)
0.44
31.61
0.10b
4.37
NP
0.36
0.14
NP

Treated MB
Vol.
Mass
(L)
(mg)
2584.8
1144.7
20.74
655.6
2624
272.6
40.1
175.2
NP
NP
40.1
175.2
74.7
26.9
74.7
10.5
NP
NP
149.3
37.4
1353.4
830.8

a

%

100
57.3
23.8
15.3
NP
15.3
2.3
0.9
NP
3.2
99.6
72.6

DN
(mg/L)
0.34
54.08
0.10b
6.08
NP
0.53
NP
NP

Treated SP
Vol.
Mass
%a
(L)
(mg)
5501
1856.6
100
18.55
1003.4
54
5522.2
576.9
31.1
52.01
316.13
17
NP
NP
NP
52.01
316.13
17
46.53
24.8
1.3
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
NP
46.53
24.8
1.3
1921.23 103.4
1319.53 71.0

a: With respect to DN applied. b: Represent the average of about 46 individual permeate collected during the run. c: DDW was used. d: the sum of RO
concentrate and NaOH wash that was brought to the laboratory. NP: Not performed.

Total DN Recovered (26%)
DN in NaOH Wash (6%)

Total DN Lost (74%)

DN in RO Concentrate (20%)

DN in Permeate (53%)
DN in Rinse Water
( 13%)
DN Not Accounted for
(8%)

Figure 5.8 Distribution of DN in GV1 water during RO isolation at pH 4

Total DN Lost (41%)
DN in Permeate (30%)
DN in Rinse Water
(7%)
DN Not Accounted for
(4%)

Total DN Recovered (58%)
DN in NaOH wash (16%)
DN in RO Concentrate (42%)

Figure 5.9 Distribution of DN in GV2 water during RO isolation at pH 7
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Total TN Lost (29%)
TN in Permeate (24%)
TN in Rinse Water
(3%)
TN Not Accounted for
(2%)

Total TN Recovered (72%)
TN in NaOH wash (15%)
TN in RO Concentrate (57%)

Figure 5.10 Distribution of DN in MB water during RO isolation at pH 7
Total DN Recovered (86%)
DN in NaOH Wash (9%)
DN in RO Concentrate (77%)

Total DN Lost (14%)
DN in Permeate (13%)
DN in Rinse Water
( 1%)
DN Not Accounted for
(-1%)

Figure 5.11 Distribution of DN in Treated MB water during RO isolation at pH 7
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Total DN Lost (36%)
DN in Permeate (33%)
DN in Rinse Water
(3%)
DN Not Accounted for
(0%)

Total DN Recovered (64%)
DN in NaOH wash (8%)
DN in RO Concentrate (56%)

Figure 5.12 Distribution of DN in SP water during RO isolation at pH 7

Total DN Lost (32%)
DN in Permeate (31%)
DN in Rinse Water
(1%)
DN Not Accounted for
(0%)

Total DN Recovered (71%)
DN in NaOH wash (17%)
DN in RO Concentrate (54%)

Figure 5.13 Distribution of DN in Treated SP water during RO isolation at pH 7
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Table 5.11 Summary of percent DN in the permeate and membrane washes during
RO isolation

Permeate
To Membrane
(NaOH Wash)
DI Wash
Total

Treated Treated
MB
SP

GV1

GV2

MB

SP

53.0

30.0

13.4

32.5

23.8

31.1

6.5

16.2

9.0

8.3

15.3

17.0

12.5
72.0

7.3
53.5

1.1
23.5

3.1
43.9

3.2
42.3

1.3
49.4

The DN concentration in the GV raw water was 0.11 – 0.12 mg N/L (Table 5.1),
which is close to the minimum reporting level (MRL) of 0.1 mg N/L of the TN analyzer.
The DN concentrations in the permeates of GV isolations were below the MRL (Table
5.8). Therefore, it was more meaningful to analyze the DN recoveries than DN mass
balances.

The GV1 and GV2 isolations recovered 26.4% and 58.2% of the DN,

respectively (Table 5.8). As observed for DOC, a higher amount of DN was recovered at
pH 7 than at pH 4. At lower pH, DN can more easily pass through the membrane and
lost to the permeate. The amount of DN recovered for MB water, treated MB water and
treated SP water were of 86.3, 72.6, and 71% respectively (Tables 5.9 and 5.10). Only
58.2% the GV2 water and 64.4% of the SP water was recovered (Tables 5.8 and 5.9).
Both MB waters had the highest DN recoveries followed by both SP waters and lastly
GV water. The MB waters also had the highest organic N content, followed by SP and
GV water (Table 5.1). During RO isolation, DN recoveries increased with the increase in
the organic N content of water.
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The same overall effect as DOC was observed for DN recoveries. The trend of
the extent of membrane fouling is supported by the greater mass percent of DN in the
NaOH wash in the GV2 isolation (16.2, 8.3, and 9% for GV2, SP, and MB, respectively).
Likewise, the mass percent of DN recovered followed the same order as observed for
DOC recovery (58.2, 64.4, and 86.3% for GV2, SP, and MB, respectively), although the
overall recoveries percent was smaller than those of DOC. This similarity indicates that
the majority of DN is organic nitrogen associated with complex NOM structure, which is
also supported by the insignificant level of inorganic nitrogen in the source waters.

5.2.4 Characterization of DOC and DN Concentration
during RO Isolation
During the RO isolation, samples were taken from the feed reservoir (i.e. RO
retentate) to monitor the changes in DOC, DN, and SUVA254. The results from the GV2
isolation are presented in Figures 5.14 through 5.16.
As expected, the DOC and DN concentration increased as more volume was
processed. The abrupt increase of DOC and DN at the end point was due to the final
concentration step that involved significant volume reduction of the retentate in the feed
reservoir (from ~200 L to ~ 20 L). The SUVA254 of the retentate did not significantly
vary over the course of the isolation, and the final sample had a value of 2.86 (Figure
5.16). The SUVA254 of the final concentrated RO retentate was measured as 2.87 (Table
5.6). As addressed previously, a difference in SUVA254 about 1 unit between the source
water composite and the retentate was observed due to reasons discussed (Table 5.6).
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Figure 5.14 Change in DOC of GV2 RO concentrate with volume processed
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Figure 5.15 Change in DN of GV2 RO concentrate with volume processed
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Figure 5.16 Changes in SUVA254 of GV2 RO concentrate with volume processed

The profiles of DOC, DN, and SUVA254 changes during MB and SP water
isolations are shown in Figures 5.17 through 5.22. Both waters show the same trend as
the GV2 water. For each, DOC and DN increased steadily over the duration of isolation
and abruptly increased at the end of the isolation during the concentration phase. The
SUVA254 for the MB retentate remained constant throughout the isolation (Figure 5.19).
However, the SUVA254 for the SP retentate remained higher than the final value at the
end of the isolation (Figure 5.22).
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Figure 5.17 Change in DOC of MB RO concentrate with volume processed
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Figure 5.18 Change in DN of MB RO concentrate with volume processed
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Figure 5.19 Analysis of SUVA254 of MB RO concentrate with volume processed
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Figure 5.20 Change in DOC of SP RO concentrate with volume processed
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Figure 5.21 Change in DN of SP RO concentrate with volume processed
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Figure 5.22 Analysis of SUVA254 of SP RO concentrate with volume processed
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5.2.5 Additional Mass Balances on Selected Ions and Elements
Mass balance calculations were also performed on Br-, NO3-, P, K, Ca, Mg, Zn,
Cu, Mn, Fe, S, B, and Al. Tables 5.12 and 5.13 show the Br- and NO32- mass balance
calculations.

Table 5.12 Br- mass balance for all isolations

Br applied
RO concentrate
Permeates
NaOH wash total
Water wash total
Br Accounted for
Br Recovered

GV1
Mass
(µg)
NA
4414
307365
3902
NA
315632
8316

%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

GV2
Mass
(µg)
NA
37832
212242
8754
NA
258829
46587

%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

MB
Mass
%
(µg)
162523
100.0
104823
64.5
63095
38.8
NA
NA
1396
0.9
169315
104.2
104823
64.5

SP
Mass
(µg)
NA
87067
NA
10540
323
97931
97608

%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

a: With respect to DOM applied. NA: Not Available. NP: Not Performed. b: Represent the average of
about 46 to 53 individual permeate collected during the run. c: DDW was used. d: the sum of RO
concentrate and NaOH wash that was brought to the laboratory.

Table 5.13 NO3- mass balance for all isolations

NO3 applied
RO concentrate
Permeates
NaOH wash total
Water wash total
NO3Accounted for
NO3 Recovered

GV1
Mass
(µg)
1131858
66986
976747
11535
68239
1123509
78522

%
100.0
5.9
86.3
1.0
6.0
99.3
6.9

GV2
Mass
(µg)
873966
567393
241473
161232
6519.354
976618
728625

%
100.0
64.9
27.6
18.4
0.7
111.7
83.4

MB
Mass
%
(µg)
2205783 100.0
1298097
58.8
571097
25.9
7463
3.4
44742
2.0
1988574 90.2
1372734
62.2

SP
Mass
(µg)
6728644
4467671
1492796
743758
255836
6960062
5211429

%
100.0
66.4
22.2
11.1
3.8
103.4
77.5

a: With respect to DOM applied. NA: Not Available. NP: Not Performed. b: Represent the average of
about 46 to 53 individual permeate collected during the run. c: DDW was used. d: the sum of RO
concentrate and NaOH wash that was brought to the laboratory.
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The Br- concentration was not detectable in the applied softened water of GV1,
GV2, and SP; therefore, mass balances could not be closed for these waters. For MB
water, the overall Br- mass balance was 104 %, with 65 % recovered in the RO
concentrate and 40 % lost to the permeate (Table 5.12). Compared to DOC or DN
isolation of this water, the RO was less effective in isolating Br-. This is probably due to
relatively small size of Br-, which in turn increases the probability that Br passed through
the membrane, especially for Br- existing as a free anion.
In contrast to Br-, NO3- was detected at higher level in all the waters. Mass
balance calculations gave good mass balance closures, ranging from 90 to 112 %. With
the exception of GV1, percent mass of NO3- in the RO concentrate and in the permeate
was comparable for GV2, MB, and SP waters (Table 5.13). NO- lost to the permeate of
GV1 water was significantly higher than that of other waters. As noted for high DOC
and DN loss in GV1 isolation, this difference is likely due to the effect of pH. At lower
pH, protonation occurs on the membrane and a positive charge develops on the surface of
membrane. This would results in a decrease in repulsion between the membrane and
negatively charged species. As a result, more NO3- passes through the membrane to the
permeate. Such an effect is expected to be greater for small-sized molecules such as
NO3- than bulky DOM molecules. The higher mass percent loss of NO3- (Table 5.12) to
the permeate compared to DOC (Table 5.5) or DN (Table 5.10) may be explained in this
context.
A summary of recoveries and losses for various elements are given in Table 5.14.
The mass balances give a general idea of which elements are more effectively isolated by
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the RO process. The overall mass balances of the 11 elements ranged from 75 % to 135
%, with the most over 90 %. In general, isolation by RO process was more effective for
high SUVA MB water than other low SUVA waters. With the exception of boron, MB
water isolation resulted in mass recoveries in the RO concentrate greater than 85%. On
the other hand, the mass recoveries in the RO concentrate were mostly less than 55% for
GV1, GV2, and SP waters (Table 5.14). The high recovery of some elements in MB
water may be due to the complexation of these elements with high SUVA DOM, causing
them to be sequestrated in the RO concentrate along with DOM. For GV1 and GV2, the
overall distribution of elements between the mass recovered and mass lost was relatively
comparable, suggesting that pH does not have any significant impact on these elements as
it does on DOC, DN, and NO3-.

Table 5.14 Recovery and loss for selected elements during each isolation

P
K
Ca
Mg
Zn
Cu
Mn
Fe
S
B
Al

GV1
Recovered
%
7.0
13.5
30.4
35.6
14.8
11.4
51.9
51.9
81.2
2.2
13.9

Lost
%
95.5
80.9
87.0
62.2
93.0
77.0
51.5
50.2
19.2
110.5
82.2

GV2
Recovered
Lost
%
%
13.3
86.2
16.2
79.5
13.0
80.9
17.5
92.7
3.5
103.6
20.0
70.7
31.4
52.2
52.6
54.4
98.3
9.1
1.6
88.2
13.1
71.2
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MB
Recovered
%
95.5
99.4
186.8
206.3
173.8
117.7
86.6
98.9
101.6
19.8
108.3

Lost
%
21.6
5.9
13.1
62.3
10.0
17.9
16.7
4.0
1.9
87.0
9.3

SP
Recovered
%
0.5
2.2
3.9
12.9
7.4
34.5
52.9
79.2
79.6
2.5
51.5

Lost
%
1.9
2.6
26.3
87.4
68.3
68.9
23.1
14.3
9.7
84.6
30.9

5.3 Fractionation
The RO concentrates from GV2, MB, and SP were fractionated using DAX-8
followed by XAD-4 resins to produce three distinct NOM fractions: HPO, TPH, and HPI.
Mass balances on DOC, Br-, and NO3-, and SUVA254 calculations were performed for the
fractionation procedure. Prior to the fractionation procedure, the RO concentrates were
diluted to 150 mg DOC/L. For all fractionation trials, the k’ was set to 15 and 20 L of
RO concentrate was processed.

5.3.1. DOM Distribution
Once fractionation was completed, the DOM mass of the applied RO, TPH/HPI
(DAX-8 effluent), and HPI (XAD-4 effluent) samples were measured to determine the
distribution of DOM in the three different fractions. The mass distribution results for
GV2, MB, and SP are given in Figures 5.23, 5.24, and 5.25, respectively.
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HPO (61.1%)

Figure 5.23 Distribution of different DOM components in GV2 water

HPI (10.6%)

TPH (16.8%)

HPO (72.5%)

Figure 5.24 Distribution of different DOM components in MB water
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HPI (15.3%)

TPH (17.9%)

HPO (66.8%)

Figure 5.25 Distribution of DOM components in SP water
The results showed that the GV2 DOM consisted of 61% HPO, 17% TPH, and
22% HPI fractions (Figure 5.23). The MB DOM consisted of 72% HPO, 17% TPH, and
11% HPI fractions (Figure 5.24), and the SP DOM consisted of 67% HPO, 18% TPH,
and 15% HPI fractions (Figure 5.25). Considering the low SUVA254 value of GV2 water,
the percentage of HPO fraction appears to be high. During the fractionation, the applied
RO was reduced to pH 2. It was observed that some colloids were formed after reducing
the solution pH. It was suspected that these colloids were silica (SiO2). To confirm this
speculation, the silica concentration of the GV2 raw water and RO concentrate was
measured. It was found that the GV2 water contained a high level of silica in the raw
water (39 mg Si/L) and the RO isolation resulted in substantial amount of silica captured
in the RO concentrate (8104 mg Si/L). The GV2 raw water was concentrated by a factor
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of 313 during the RO isolation (6579 L of raw water was concentrated to 21 L), therefore,
about 65% of the silica in the raw water was still present in the RO concentrate. The
silica concentration in the RO concentrate was considerably higher than its solubility
limit of the soluble amorphous silica (~119 mg Si/L at pH 2, Ksp=10-2.7 ) (Stumm and
Morgan, 1996). Fairhurst et al., (1995) reported that the silica is a good adsorbent for
humic acids, and adsorption of humic acids increased with decreasing pH. Therefore, it
is thought that silica was precipitated in the DAX-8 resin column and adsorbed additional
DOM that otherwise would have passed through the column. As a result, some TPH or
HPI DOM may have been captured in the DAX-8 column, leading to a higher percentage
of HPO fraction. It was reported that humic acid forms strong physical and chemical
bonding with silica (Koopal et al., 1997). Silica was also reported to foul the RO
membrane as well as become concentrated along with the NOM during isolation process
(Croue et al, 2000 and Maurice et al., 2002). Therefore, it is important to measure the
silica concentration in raw water and determine the concentration factor accordingly.
Kwon et al. (2004) recommended that silica be removed by dialysis with hydrofluoric
acid prior to fractionation.
The MB water gave the highest percent of HPO fraction. The SP HPO fraction
percent fell between that of GV2 and MB, consistent with a medium SUVA254 value
(Table 5.6). The silica concentration of the RO concentrate of MB and SP were 160 mg
Si/L and 413 mg Si/L, respectively. However, the silica probably did not affect the
fractionation of both waters since the RO concentrates were diluted more than a factor of
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2 in the preparation of 150 mg DOC/L feeding solution, and there was no visual evidence
of silica precipitation during the fractionation as there was during the GV2.

5.3.2. SUVA254 Results
The SUVA254 of each fraction was measured and is presented in Table 5.15. As
expected, the HPO fractions had the highest SUVA254 values for all waters. However,
the TPH fraction had a lower SUVA254 value than HPI fraction in GV2 water, and the
SUVA254 of the TPH fraction was similar to that of the HPI fraction in MB and SP
waters. A possible reason is explained as follows. After fractionation, the rinsing and
cleansing process of the both DAX-8 and XAD-4 resins were carried out. From the
XAD-4 column, a brownish color solution was eluted in NaOH and DDW wash solutions
and the color disappeared with increasing wash volume. This implies that some DOM
components were not completely captured back from the resins during the desorption
process. The resins were continually washed until the TOC concentration of the wash
solution was reduced below 1 mg/L. An exhaustive amount of meticulous work would
have been required to completely eliminate acetonitrile from the desorption solution
before the DOC and DN were analyzed. Because of this difficulty, it was not possible to
quantitatively determine the total DOM losses to the resins during fractionation.
Therefore, the lower SUVA254 values of TPH are lower or approximately the same as the
HPI fraction due to the loss of high UV absorbing DOM components that were not fully
recovered in the desorption process.
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Table 5.15 The SUVA254 values (L/mg-m) of the DOM fractions.
Fraction
HPO
TPH
HPI

GV2
3.27
1.22
1.87

MB
5.02
2.19
2.16

SP
3.54
1.60
1.32

To further examine the significance of DOM losses in the fractionation procedure,
SUVA254 values of the whole waters were calculated using the SUVA254 values of each
fraction and the mass distribution of HPO, TPH and HPI fraction. These values were
compared with the measured values of the RO concentrates. Based on the results,
presented in Table 5.16, it appears that some DOM components of Myrtle Beach water,
especially the high UV absorbing fractions, were not completely captured back from the
resin during the fractionation process.

Table 5.16 The calculated and measured SUVA254 values (L/mg-m) of the whole
waters.
SUVA254
Calculateda
Measuredb

GV2
2.6
2.9

MB
4.2
4.9

SP
2.9
3.2

a: Calculation of whole water SUVA254 from the mass distribution and SUVA254 of each fraction. b: From
the RO concentrates.

5.3.3. Bromide and Nitrate Mass Balances
Mass balances on Br- and NO3- were calculated for the GV2 fractionation. This
confirmed the hypothesis that the inorganic ionic species in the applied water do not
adsorb on the resin. The results presented in Table 5.17 show that 102% of the Br ions
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and 96.5% of the NO3 ions were in the HPI fraction. Therefore, it is evident that Br and
NO3 ions passed through both DAX-8 and XAD-4 resin columns.

Table 5.17 Br and NO3 mass balances for GV2 fractionation
Br
Applied RO
HPI
HPO
TPH
HPO in NaOH
Wash
TPH in NaOH
Wash
Mass Balance

Mass
µg
33.6
34.2
0.0
< MRL

100.0
101.9
0.1
0.0

< MRL

0.0

0.6

0.1

< MRL

0.0

0.2

0.0

34.2

102.0

440.0

96.7
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%

NO3
Mass
%
µg
455.1
100.0
439.2
96.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5.4 Small Column Fractionation Experiments
After large-scale fractionation was completed, small-scale fractionation
experiments were conducted on all source waters. Only DAX-8 resin was used in the
small-scale fractionations; therefore, the waters were distributed into the HPO and
TPH/HPI fraction. The goal of these studies was to explore the impacts of the k’ of the
column and initial DOC concentration on the resin fractionation.
In addition, the reactivity of DOM in the formation of DBPs was investigated
with the TPH/HPI fractions obtained from different k’ experiments.

As mentioned

previously, the reactivity of DOM was not explored in this thesis, but is evaluated in
papers by Hong (2006) and Song et al. Lastly, the small-scale fractionation results were
compared to the results of the large-scale fractionations to determine whether small
column would provide a representative distribution of DOM as obtained from a large
column fractionation. For each fractionation experiment, breakthrough curves, volume
balances, overall DOC mass balances, and percent HPO and TPH/HPI distributions were
determined. Breakthrough curves were constructed by measuring the DOC concentration
of the column effluent (TPH/HPI) sampled every hour.

These concentrations were

normalized by dividing by the initial concentration of the applied RO concentrate. They
were then plotted versus the volume of concentrate applied to the column. Great care
was taken for accurate volume balances since it determined the actual k’ and is required
for mass balance calculations. Overall DOC mass balances were calculated to examine
the efficiency of the column. At the end of each run, the DOC concentrations of the RO
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concentrate applied and the TPH/HPI effluent were measured.

This was used to

determine the HPO and TPH/HPI percent distributions.

5.4.1 The Effect of k’ (Column Capacity Factor)
The first parameter examined was column capacity factor, k’. All three waters
were used in this study. In the literature, many studies do not specify the k’ of the
column. k’ is a parameter that directly controls the fractionation of DOM during the resin
column experiments, as discussed in the literature review (Section 2.2).

The k’

experiments investigated how k’ affects the DOM distribution. For this study, four k’
values were evaluated: 2, 7, 15, and 30. The results from k’ 15 would serve as means to
compare the large and small-scale fractionations. The C0 was set to 150 mg DOC/L, as
this was used in the large-scale fractionation.

5.4.1.1 GV2 Results
Figures 5.26 through 5.29 show the breakthrough curves for the GV2 k’
experiments.

The results indicate that the concentration (of DOC) of the effluent

increased with volume of applied solution, but the column did not reach saturation for all
k’s tested. The effluent concentration increased drastically initially, and then started to
level off after around 200 mL of concentrate was applied. The results of k’ 2 and 7 were
obtained from the same column experiment for k’ 15, which continued to run until the
volume applied reached the equivalent volume of k’ 15. Also, the breakthrough curve of
the k’ 30 experiment is a combination of the k’ 15 and k’ 30 experiments; the k’30
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experiments lasted for around 18 hours, and it was not feasible to collect samples every
hour during that time. Therefore, the sampling of the k’ 30 experiment was started after
the first 8 hours, and the results were combined with the k’ 15 breakthrough curve to
create a continuous breakthrough curve (Figure 5.29).
The volume balances and mass balances for these experiments are presented in
Table 5.18. The y-axis presents the normalized DOC concentration (where C is the
concentration of the DOC in the effluent and C0 is the initial concentration of the applied
solution). For each experiment, the measured k’ was near the target k’. The volume
balances for k’ 7, 15, and 30 were greater than 90 %. The low volume obtained for k’ 2
experiment may be due to the small volume of RO applied. The k’ is a function of
applied volume; therefore, the larger the k’, the more volume is applied to the column.
The applied volume for the k’ 2 experiment was only 340 mL. This is significantly
smaller than the applied volume for other k’ experiments. Consequently, only a small
amount of water loss has a very large effect on the overall volume balance.
It was possible to quantitatively determine the DOM percent recovery after
fractionation because NaOH was used to desorb the DOM from the resin, and DDW was
used for rinsing. A mass balance was performed for the small-scale fractionation by
determining the mass of DOM in the applied RO concentrate, the recovered TPH/HPI,
and the NaOH, and DDW rinses as shown below.

(eq. 5.1)
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A large DOM percent recovery was obtained for both k’ 15 and 30 experiments. As
noted above, a mass recovery is not available for k’2 and 7 because the column was not
stopped at those points (Table 5.18).
In the literature, DOM mass balance calculations are completed in order to
determine the overall efficiency of the RAC method, the efficiency to recover DOM from
the resins (i.e. the efficiency of desorption), and the contribution of each fraction to the
total mass (Kitis et al., 2002). Typical overall DOM recoveries are summarized in Table
2.2 The RAC method has been shown to result in high mass recoveries (Leenheer, 1981;
Marhaba et al., 2003). Note that few studies report complete mass balances or percent
recovery of desorbed NOM.
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Figure 5.26 Breakthrough curve for GV2 k’ 2 experiment
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Figure 5.27 Breakthrough curve for GV2 k’ 7 experiment
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Figure 5.28 Breakthrough curve of GV2 k’ 15 experiment
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Figure 5.29 Breakthrough curve for GV k’30 experiment

Table 5.18 Volume balance and mass balance for k’ experiments with GV2 water
k'
Target
2
7
15
30

Measured
1.6
6.3
13.4
28.4

Volume
Balance
%
84.0
91.5
100.0
96.0

NM: Not Measured
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Mass Balance
%
NM
NM
101.9
107.7

The TPH/HPI fraction was used to calculate the HPO fraction. The percent of
HPO fraction was calculated for each k’ experiment;

(eq. 5.2)

Figure 5.30 shows the percent HPO fraction for each k’. The HPO for k’ 2, 7, 15, and 30
were 83.4, 72.6, 63.4, and 51.9%, respectively, indicating the HPO fraction decreased as
the k’ increased.
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1.6

6.3

13.4
Measured k'

Figure 5.30 Percent HPO fractions of GV2 k’ experiments
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28.4

5.4.1.2 MB Results
Similar experiments with varying k’ were performed with the RO concentrate of
MB water. The breakthrough curves are shown in Figures 5.31 to 5.34. As observed in
GV2 fractionation, the DOC concentration of the effluent increased with volume applied,
but column saturation did not occur at highest volume loading (k’ 30). Compared to the
GV2 breakthrough patterns, the normalized effluent concentrations at points where the
same volume was applied were lower for MB water. This is consistent with greater
hydrophobicity of MB water that more DOM was removed in DAX-8 resin. Table 5.19
presents the mass and volume balances for the MB k’ experiments. Similar to GV2
experiments, the measured k’ was near the target k’. The volume balances for all GV2 k’
experiments were greater than 95 %. Figure 5.35 shows the percent HPO fraction for
each k’. The HPO for k’ 2, 7, 15, and 30 were 89.4, 85.0, 75.9, and 66.6%, respectively.
Overall, the percent HPO fraction was 5-15 % greater that than of GV2. But the trend
(decreasing percent HPO with increasing k’) was consistent with that observed in GV2
fractionations.
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Figure 5.31 Breakthrough curve of MB k’ 2 experiment
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Figure 5.32 Breakthrough curve of MB k’ 7 experiment
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Figure 5.33 Breakthrough curve of MB k’ 15 experiment
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Figure 5.34 Breakthrough curve for MB k’ 30 experiment
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Table 5.19 Volume balance and mass balance for k’ experiments with MB water
Target
2
7
15
30

k'
Measured
2.7
7.0
13.2
28.2

Volume Balance
%
99.2
99.5
95.9
100.7

Mass Balance
%
NM
NM
105.0
124.6

NM: Not Measured
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13.2
Measured k'

Figure 5.35 Percent HPO fractions of MB k’ experiments
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5.4.1.3 SP Results
Figures 5.36 to 5.39 show the breakthrough curves of the SP k’ experiment. For
the SP water, the k’ 2 and k’ 7 experiments were carried out independently from the k’ 15
experiment. Therefore, complete mass balances were calculated for each case. Volume
balances greater than 97% were obtained for all k’ experiments, and calculated mass
balances were reasonable although they were greater than 100 % (Table 5.20). The HPO
fractions of k’ 2, 7, 15, and 30 were 88.6, 77.7, 70.4, and 63.2%, respectively (Figure
5.40), and they were greater than the distribution obtained from GV2 fractionation but
smaller than that from MB fractionation (Table 5.21). The HPO fraction decreased as the
k’ increased, consistent with results from GV2 and MB fractionations.
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Figure 5.36 Breakthrough curve of SP k’ 2 experiment
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Figure 5.37 Breakthrough curve of SP k’ 7 experiment
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Figure 5.38 Breakthrough curve of SP k’ 15 experiment
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Figure 5.39 Breakthrough curve of SP k’ 30 experiment

Table 5.20 Volume balance and mass balance of k’ experiment with SP water
k'
Target
2
7
15
30

Measured
2.0
7.0
14.7
27.8

Volume Balance
%
97.2
97.3
97.5
96.9
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Mass Balance
%
108.4
113.8
116.6
103.4

4000
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% HPO
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20
10

0
2.02

7

14.97

27.8

Actual k'
Figure 5.40 Percent HPO fractions of SP k’ experiments

5.4.1.4 Comparison of the k’ Experiment Results
The results presented in the previous section clearly show the impact of k’ on
determining NOM distribution. For all three waters, the HPO fraction decreased as the k’
increased (Table 5.21).

However, there is no definitive trend in the HPO percent

decrease common to all waters when k’ is changed from one k’ to another. The greatest
differences in percent HPO between k’ values were observed for the GV2 water, giving
relatively constant changes in HPO fraction as k’ increased from 2 to 30 (Table 5.22).
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Table 5.21 Percent HPO fractions of each source water with k’

Target k'
-

2
7
15
30

GV2
(SUVA254 =1.9)
HPO Fraction
%
83.4
72.6
63.4
51.9

SP
(SUVA254 =2.3)

MB
(SUVA254 =4.9)

%
88.6
77.7
70.4
63.2

%
89.4
85.0
75.9
66.6

Table 5.22 Percent HPO decrease between k’ values
GV2
(SUVA254 =1.9)
Target k'
2
7
7
15
15
30

%

SP
MB
(SUVA254 =2.3)
(SUVA254 =4.9)
Decrease HPO Fraction
%
%

10.8

10.9

4.3

9.1

7.3

11.0

11.5

7.2

7.4

The SUVA254 values of the TPH/HPI and HPO fractions of each water were
measured and are presented in Table 5.23 and 5.24. The SUVA254 of both TPH/HPI and
HPO fractions increased with increasing k’. Such a trend of SUVA254 with varying k’
may be explained by the physical definition of k’ introduced by Leenheer (1981). k’ is
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the capacity of resin that is directly related to the amount of DOM the resin can adsorb.
At the same time, k’ is also a parameter that reflects the affinity of DOM for the resin:
more hydrophobic species have higher k’. Therefore, during fractionation with a column
of a certain k’, only DOM species with k’ equal or greater than the k’ of the resin will
adsorb and retain on the resin. For example, when the column k’ is set to 2, DOM
species with k’ of 2 or greater adsorb on the resin and others elutes from the column. As
k’ of the column increases, the retention of hydrophobic species would increase, leading
to increase in SUVA254. The trend observed in SUVA254 of HPO fractions can be
explained in the same context. As k’ of the column increases, DOM species that can
adsorb have to be more hydrophobic, which in turn increases the overall SUVA254 value
of the HPO fraction (Aiken et al, 1992).
Another way to explain this phenomenon is that as k’ increases, the available
adsorption sites on the resin would become more occupied. When k’ increases, DOM
loading on the resin increases. The XAD-8 resin only contains a finite number of
adsorption sites; therefore, DOM molecules with varying hydrophobicity begin to
compete for adsorption sites. This would result in removal of less hydrophobic DOM
from the column and an increase in the hydrophobicity of both sorbed and passed DOM.
As seen from the results of this study, the impact of k’ on DOM distribution is
significant. Therefore, in order to directly compare the distributions of fractionated DOM
from different experiments, k’ values must be the same (Tadanier et al. 1999; Kitis et al.,
2004). This point is also supported by the information provided in Table 2.2.
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Table 5.23 SUVA254 values for the TPH/HPI fractions of the k’ experiments
GV2
(SUVA254 =1.9)

MB
(SUVA254 =4.9)

Target k'
-

SP
(SUVA254 =2.3)
SUVA254

L/mg-m

L/mg-m

L/mg-m

2
7
15
30

1.28
1.38
1.78
1.84

1.69
2.19
2.23
2.35

2.12
2.33
2.44
2.53

Table 5.24 SUVA254 values for the HPO fractions of the SP k’ experiment
GV2
(SUVA254 =1.9)
Target k'
2
7
15
30

SP
(SUVA254 =2.3)

MB
(SUVA254 =4.9)

L/mg-m
2.86
3.00
3.54
3.73

L/mg-m
ND
ND
5.04
4.49

SUVA254
L/mg-m
ND
ND
3.18
3.44

5.4.2 Initial Concentration (C0) Experiments
The GV2 and MB RO concentrates were used to examine the impact of initial
DOC concentration on fractionation. For this study, three C0 values were chosen: 50,
100, and 150 mg DOC/L. The 150 mg/L was chosen to compare the result to that of
large-scale fractionations. The k’ was set to 15 for all C0 experiments, which was the
same k’ used in the large-scale fractionation.
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5.4.2.1 GV2 Results
Figure 5.41 presents the breakthrough curves of the 50, 100, 150 mg DOC/L
experiments. The breakthrough curves of the three C0 were quite comparable to each
other, indicating there was no significant impact of C0 on the overall column
fractionation. The columns were not completely saturated in all cases. A summary of the
actual k’, volume balance, and mass balance is given in Table 5.25. As for the k’
experiments, a mass balance was performed by determining the mass of DOM in the
applied RO concentrate, the recovered TPH/HPI, and the NaOH, and DDW rinses. The
actual k’ (determined by the volume applied to the column) of each trail was close to the
target of 15. Good volume and mass balances were obtained for C0 100 and C0 150
(Table 5.25). The mass balance of C0 50 was abnormal and this was attributed to error in
DOC measurements. Resin bleeding was not likely to occur during the run as verified by
the fact that the DOC concentration of the effluent during the blank runs before and after
the fractionation was quite similar. Figure 5.42 presents the percent HPO fraction of each
run. The HPO fraction remained the same regardless of the initial GV2 RO concentrate
DOC concentration. The HPO fraction for C0 50, C0 100, and C0 150 was 64.0%, 63.8%,
and 63.1%., respectively.
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Figure 5.41 Breakthrough curves for GV2 C0 experiments

Table 5.25 Volume balance and mass balance of C0 experiments with GV2
C0
mg/L
50
100
150

Volume
Balance
%
94.9
103.6
97.8

Actual k'
13.4
14.1
13.9
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Balance
%
110.5
99.2
101.3
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% HPO
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50
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50
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Concentration of DOM Applied (mg DOC/L)

Figure 5.42 The effect of applied DOM concentration on fractionation of GV2
samples.

5.4.2.2 MB Results
Figure 5.43 presents the breakthrough curves of the MB C0 50, 100, 150 mg
DOC/L experiments. Similar results to the GV2 fractionation were obtained, except that
the overall effluent concentrations were smaller. As discussed earlier, this is attributed to
higher hydrophobicity of MB water. The columns for the MB fractionation did not reach
saturation for all C0 concentrations. A summary of the actual k’, volume balance, and
mass balance is given in Table 5.26, and it was determined as stated above for the GV2
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experiments. The overall volume balances were near 100% for all experiments, whereas
the mass balances were slightly higher than 100%.

Errors associated with DOC

measurements appear to be the probable reason for the discrepancies in mass balance.
Figure 5.44 presents the percent HPO fraction of each run. The HPO fraction remained
constant regardless of the initial RO concentrate DOC concentration. The HPO fractions
were 75.2%, 75.1%, and 74% for C0 50, 100, 150 mg DOC/L, respectively.
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Figure 5.43 Breakthrough curves for MB Co experiments
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Table 5.26 Volume balance and mass balance of Co experiments with MB water
C0
mg/L
50
100
150

Volume
Balance
%
100.1
100.8
98.1

Actual k'
14.1
14.4
14.5

Mass
Balance
%
107.4
113.4
114.4
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55
50
45
40
35
30
50

100

150

Concentration of RO Applied (mg/L)
Figure 5.44 The effect of applied DOM concentration on fractionation of MB
samples.

5.4.2.3 Discussion of the C0 Experiment Results
C0 experiments produced similar results for GV2 and MB waters. The initial
DOC concentration, within the range of 50-150 mg DOC/L, did not have any impact on
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the DOM fractionation. The percent HPO fraction was greater in the MB water than the
GV2, presumably due to the higher hydrophobicity of MB water. The SUVA254 values of
the TPH/HPI fraction and HPO fraction were measured for each fractionation and are
presented in Tables 5.27 and 5.28. The GV2 TPH/HPI SUVA254 values from the 50, 100,
and 150 mg DOC/L experiments were 1.24, 0.82, 1.47 L/mg-m, respectively. While the
SUVA254 from 50 and 150 mg DOC/L experiments are relatively similar to each other,
the SUVA254 from 100 mg DOC/L was smaller than the other two values. This may be
attributed to an error in the UV measurement since the DOC of 100 mg DOC/L effluent
agreed with the measurements of other effluents. The MB SUVA254 values TPH/HPI
fraction were consistent; the SUVA254 values for 50, 100, and 150 mg DOC/L were 2.35,
2.44, and 2.38 L/mg-m, respectively. The GV2 SUVA254 values from the HPO fraction
for 50, 100, and 150 mg DOC/L were 3.66, 2.84, and 3.64 L/mg-m, respectively. Again,
the small value from the HPO fraction in the 100 mg DOC/L experiment was attributed
to the error in the UV measurement. The GV2 100 mg DOC/L fractionation had an
excellent mass and volume balance, and the DOM in the HPO fraction was consistent
with the other C0 results (i.e., all three fractionations resulted in an HPO fraction of
around 63%). The MB SUVA254 values from the HPO fraction for the 50, 100, and 150
mg DOC/L experiments were 5.08 to 5.12, and 5.04 L/mg-m, respectively (Table 5.28).
In conclusion, the distribution of NOM was not affected by the initial concentration of
the solution. Fractionation was only dependent on the column k’, which controlled which
NOM species adsorb and which pass. This is to be expected, as Leenheer’s fractionation
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theory safely assumes linear adsorption that is independent upon C0 (or Ce as presented in
the Freundlich Isotherm) and explained in Section 2.2.

Table 5.27 SUVA254 values for the TPH/HPI fractions from the Co experiments
GV2
(SUVA254 =1.9)
C0
mg/L
50
100
150

MB
(SUVA254 =4.9)

SUVA254
L/mg-m

L/mg-m

1.24
0.82
1.47

2.35
2.44
2.38

Table 5.28 SUVA254 values of the HPO fractions from Co experiments
GV2
(SUVA254 =1.9)
C0
mg/L
50
100
150

MB
(SUVA254 =4.9)

SUVA254
L/mg-m
3.66
2.84
3.64

L/mg-m
5.08
5.12
5.04

5.4.3. Comparison of Small- and Large-scale Fractionation
To confirm that the small-scale fractionations were representative of the largescale fractionations, comparisons were made for the HPO fractions and SUVA254 values
between the small- and large-scale column fractionation.

During the large-scale

fractionations, the concentration of RO concentrate was 150 mg DOC/L and the k’ was
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15. Thus, the small-scale GV2, MB, and SP k’ experiments at k’ 15 were compared to
their respective large-scale fractionations.

Additionally, the GV2 and MB initial

concentration experiments at 150 mg DOC/L were compared to their respective largescale fractionations. The results are presented in Table 5.29.

Table 5.29 Percent HPO fractions respective SUVA254 values of GV2, MB, and SP
fractionations

Experiment
k' 15
C0 150
Large-Scale
NP: Not Performed

GV2
(SUVA254 1.9)
SUVA254
HPO
L/mg-m
%

SP
(SUVA254 2.3)
SUVA254
HPO
L/mg-m
%

MB
(SUVA254 4.9)
SUVA254
HPO
L/mg-m
%

63.4
63.1
61.1

70.4
NP
66.8

75.9
74.0
72.5

3.18
3.64
3.27

3.54
NP
3.54

5.04
5.04
5.02

The percent HPO fraction for both GV2 small-scale fractionations was around
63%, which is very close to the 61% HPO of the GV2 large-scale fractionation (Figure
5.23). The percent HPO fractions from the two MB small-scale fractionations agreed
well with 72.5% HPO of the MB large-scale fractionation, and that of SP small-scale k’
experiment was comparable to the SP large-scale fractionation (Figures 5.24 and 5.25) .
For reproducibility purposes, another independent small-scale MB k’ 15 experiment was
performed. The results were similar to the other MB experiments; the volume balance
was 97.7%, the mass balance was 94.0%, and the percent HPO fraction was 75.8%. The
SUVA254 of the HPO fractions for all three waters showed similar results. The SUVA254
for SP and MB waters were nearly the same. The SUVA254 for GV2 varied only slightly.
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In conclusion, for all three waters, the small-scale fractionations were good
representatives of the large-scale fractionations.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions that can be drawn from this research are:
I. The RO system and RAC method are reliable means to isolate and fractionate
NOM samples of different physiochemical characteristics with a high efficiency
and recovery. The processes can successfully be used in tandem, and it provides
three separate and distinct fractions of NOM.
II. For RO isolations:
a. Different behavior of DOM in the RO isolation process appears to be
related to DOM characteristics and the water chemistry.
b. The RO isolation process did not significantly change the overall
characteristics of DOM, and the final retentate preserved the important
characteristics of the original DOM.
c. The DOC volume and mass balances showed that a negligible amount of
NOM loss occurred for during isolation.
d. The total mass of DOM lost to the permeate or the membrane generally
increased with decreasing SUVA254 for all isolations.
e. RO isolation did not have significant impact on SUVA254 for the MB
water. However, for GV2 and SP, a difference in SUVA254 was observed.
The difference is attributed to a combination of two factors:
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i. There was preferential removal of small molecular weight low UV
absorbing components through the membrane into the permeate,
and
ii. The raw water composite was not an accurate representation of the
raw water processed during the GV2 and SP isolations due to
variability in temporal changes.
f. When comparing GV1 to GV2, the difference in concentrate recovery is
likely due to the pH of the water applied to the RO membrane.
g. The high recovery of MB NOM is attributed to the high molecular weights
of the NOM present in the water.
h. More fouling occurred during the GV isolation than MB and SP.
i. Similar trends were observed for DN as compared to TOC mass balances.
The similarity between DN and DOC indicates that the majority of DN is
organic nitrogen associated with complex NOM structure.
j. The mass percent of DN recoveries followed the same order as observed
for DOC recoveries although the overall recoveries percent was smaller
than those of DOC
i. The effect of pH on isolation is apparent such that more DN (at pH
7) was recovered from GV2 water than GV1 water DN (at pH 4).
ii. The GV2 and SP isolations lost more DN to the permeate than the
MB isolation due to the smaller size of the NOM in the GV2 and
SP waters than the MB water.
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k. The RO isolation was less effective in isolating Br than NOM due to the
relatively small size of Br.
l. In contrast to Br, NO3 was detected at higher level in all the waters. Mass
balance calculations gave good mass balance closures.
m. In general, ion isolation by RO process was more effective for the high
SUVA254 MB water than other low SUVA254 waters.
i. For GV1 and GV2, the overall distribution of ions was relatively
comparable, suggesting that pH does not have any significant
impact on ion isolation as it does on DOC, DN, and NO3.
III. For large-scale fractionations:
a. During isolation, silica may have precipitated in the DAX-8 resin column
and adsorbed additional DOM that otherwise may have passed through the
column. As a result, some TPH or HPI DOM may have been captured in
the XAD-8 column, leading to estimation of a higher percentage of HPO
fraction, as observed for the GV2 fractionation.
b. The MB water gave the highest percent of HPO fraction, which was
expected considering its high SUVA254 value.

The SP HPO fraction

percent fell between that of GV2 and MB, consistent it medium SUVA254
value.
c. The HPO fractions had the highest SUVA254 values for all waters.
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d. The TPH fraction had a lower SUVA254 value than HPI fraction in GV2
water, and the SUVA254 of the TPH fraction was similar to that of the HPI
fraction in MB and SP waters.
i. It is presumed that the lower SUVA254 values of TPH fractions are
due to the loss of high UV absorbing DOM components that was
not fully recovered in the desorption process.
IV. For small-scale fractionations:
a. Column breakthrough did not occur for all fractionations.
b. For all k’ experiments, the k’ had an effect on the NOM distribution.
i. The HPO fraction decreased as the k’ increased.
ii. The SUVA254 of both TPH/HPI and HPO fractions increased with
increasing k’. As k’ of the column increases, more hydrophobic
DOM species adsorb on the resin, leading to increase in the overall
SUVA254 value of the HPO fraction.
c. For all C0 experiments, the distribution of NOM was not affected by the
initial concentration of the solution with the range of 50-150 mg/L DOC.
i. The HPO fraction did not change when C0 was changed.
ii. The SUVA254 of each fraction did not change with each
fractionation.
d. For all three waters, the small-scale fractionations were good
representations of the large-scale fractionations.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A: RO in the Literature
This section provides an overview of some previous research involving NOM
isolation with RO and it compares these procedures with the procedure of this research.
For the “NOM-Typing Project” published in papers by Abbt-Braun and Frimmel
(1999), Alberts and Takacs (1999), Fettig (1999), Gjessing et al. (1999), Munster (1999),
and Takacs and Alberts (1999), RO was used to characterize NOM on several parameters
including elemental content (Na, Ca, Cu, Fe, and Mn), UV/Vis-spectra, specific
fluorescence, proton capacity, Cu-complexation capacity, content of hydrolyzable amino
acids and carbohydrates, ash content on molecular size distributions. This research also
characterized NOM by gel chromatography and reversed-phase chromatography, and
investigated NOM adsorption and flocculation, and the formation of trihalomethanes
(THMs) and organic halogens adsorbable on activated carbon after chlorination. NOM
was isolated from surface waters in Norway using two different methods (low pressure
RO and low-temperature evaporation (EVA)). It was found that most parameters of the
NOM samples varied depending on the isolation method used. This is an important
observation because the RO method may or may not be the best isolation procedure for a
particular research goal. In the studies, details of the RO isolation were not discussed and
mass balances were not provided.
Crum et al. (1996) used the RO method combined with ultrafiltration (UF) to
study the concentration and fractionation of DOC, acetate, citrate, and a few inorganic
ions during the isolation process. After the samples were concentrated by RO, UF was
used to fractionate NOM based on molecular size. The goal of this research was to
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isolate and fractionate NOM without using adsorptive techniques in order to avoid harsh
conditions required by resin adsorption. It also examined the performance of the RO
membrane with respect to ionic strength, pH, and operating pressure. The RO combined
with UF method was successful and more than 90% of the DOC was recovered.
For acetate (a small organic molecule), percent recovery decreased almost linearly
with decreasing pH at high ionic strength. A 99% retention of acetate was achieved at
neutral pH. The percent retention for citrate (a larger molecule) decreased only slightly
with decreasing pH, at retention never decreased below 90%. For species with molecular
weights between that of citrate and humic acid, the recovery generally followed the
similar trend.

These species were retained at greater than 90%, yet the retention

decreased with decreasing pH.
Another study examined the effectiveness of the RO method for the removal of
bacterial regrowth potential in distribution systems (Escobar et al., 2000). To quantify
this potential, DOC was grouped into assimilable organic carbon (AOC) and
biodegradable dissolved organic carbon (BDOC), and separately examined for their
removals under variable ionic strength, pH, and water hardness during the RO process.
The RO effectiveness was determined by relative removal efficiency for each AOC,
BDOC, and DOC. The removal efficiencies for DOC were found to be 96-98%.
Andersen et al.

(2000) used RO isolation to examine the effect of liming

treatment on NOM in a lake that received acid drainage. A portable RO system was used
to collect the lake samples. DOC recoveries were found to be between 85-90%. After
the RO isolation, the isolates were analyzed by high performance size exclusion
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chromatography (HPSEC) and fractionated with UF into five main size fractions of DOC.
A C:N ratio was then determined for each size fraction. The result indicated that liming
treatment of the lake preferentially removed larger molecular weight (MW) fractions of
DOC.
Serkiz and Perdue (1990) examined the efficiency of a RO system for isolating
NOM from Suwannee River in Georgia. A portable system was used to concentrate
DOM. Optimum membrane and operating conditions were evaluated by testing several
membranes with different materials and pore sizes. Percent recoveries of DOM were
89.6 and 90% for two isolation trials. The authors assumed that 5-7% of the DOM
passed through the membrane and the remaining 3-5% was lost through volatilization or
adsorption on the cation exchange resin or RO membrane. Elemental analysis of the
NOM concentrate was performed and the result was compared to that of elemental
analysis of standard fulvic and humic acid. It was found that the river NOM contains
polar aliphatic compounds.
De Schamphelaere et al.

(2004) used RO to evaluate the role of DOM in

protecting freshwater organisms against metal toxicity, and to investigate if RO isolation
alters DOM characteristics to affect the toxicity of copper and zinc to specific freshwater
species. A portable RO system designed by Serkiz and Perdue (1990) was used to
concentrate DOM from a creek in Belgium. The recovery of DOC was calculated as
93%, yet no details of this calculation are provided.

Toxicity experiments were

conducted with NOM solution diluted back to its original concentration from RO
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concentrate. It was found that RO did not alter the protective effect of natural DOM
against copper and zinc.
Ma et al. (2001) used a portable RO system in order to collect concentrated DOM
for fractionation studies. The RO system used was similar to that used by Serkiz and
Perdue (1990). Four natural waters were concentrated approximately 25-fold. It was
noted that precipitation started occurring around 15-20 fold; therefore, the cation
exchange resin was replaced frequently.

A mass balance of organic carbon was

performed for each sampling. It was calculated as the ratio of the sum of carbon mass in
the retentate and permeate solutions to the carbon mass of the original feeding water.
High yields of carbon recoveries (75, 96.3, 97.5, 92.9, 97.0, and 96.1%) were observed.
However, RO membrane washes were not collected and directly accounted for in the
mass balance calculations.
A study by Maurice et al. (2002) used a portable RO system to collect a large
quantity of DOM concentrate. The goal of the study was to compare the RO isolates to
raw filtered samples and XAD -8/4 resin isolates with regard to several parameters
including weight average molecular weight, number average molecular weight,
polysidpersity, and adsorbance at 280 nm. A RO system designed by Serkiz and Perdue
(1990) was used.

It was noted that the AG-MP-50 cation exchange resin was not

effective in removing iron in the concentrate that otherwise would result in membrane
fouling via formation of insoluble iron precipitates. The authors suggested using a diand tri-valent specific cation exchange resin in order to decrease iron. Approximate mass
yields of organic carbon were calculated to be 80-100%. During the RO procedure, 1L of
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RO concentrate was collected and stored per every 200 L processed. Since the collected
RO concentrate was a composite of each 200 L processing, the exact yield could not be
calculated.
Hu et al. (2003) applied RO to individual DOM fractions obtained by RAC from
source water. Each fraction was applied to the RO membrane at an adjusted DOC
concentration of 1 mg/L and pH of 7. The DOC percent removal was calculated for each
fraction. The results indicated that the RO process had a better performance for acid and
neutral fractions than for base fractions, and it could achieve higher DOC rejections for
hydrophobic fractions than hydrophilic fractions (except for the base fractions). The
percent rejections are summarized for two trials below in Table A.1. It was also found
that the percent removal was higher for the un-fractionated effluent (>96.6%). The
authors suggested that an advantageous interaction among the fractions provides for a
better RO performance. However, the author did not provide an explanation as to how
the percent removals and percent rejections were determined.

Table A.1 Percent Removal from NOM Fractions
Trial

HPO-A

HPO-B

HPO-N

HPI-A

HPI-B

HPI-N

1
2

95.5
93.8

56.0
64.6

93.3
88.7

74.1
81.5

49.7
77.9

92.4
92.4

Namjesnik-Dejanovic and Cabaniss (2004) used RO isolates to measure the
polarity distribution of NOM. A reverse-phase HPLC was used to compare the NOM
samples obtained by RO and XAD-8. The results indicated that the polarity distribution
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of NOM was dependent on the NOM isolation method such that RO isolates were more
hydrophilic than XAD-8 isolates obtained from the same water source. Also, the XAD-8
isolates contained more hydrophobic fraction of the NOM than non-isolated NOM.
Lu and Allen (2002) isolated NOM with RO and examined complexation of
copper with NOM. It was found that copper complexation with NOM considerably
increases with increasing pH. This occurred even at pH above 8. In the presence of
magnesium and calcium, copper complexation decreased due to competition for reaction
sites.

However, at high concentrations of Mg and Ca, there was a decrease in

competition of Ca and Mg with copper for NOM complexation. Lastly, Thapa et al.
(2003) used RO isolates to characterize NOM from five different sources. The objective
of the study was to understand the spatial and temporal variability of NOM. This was
conducted by measuring the DOC, SUVA254, THM formation potential (THMFP),
molecular weight distribution, and pyrolysis. It was found that the effect of temporal
changes was more pronounced in the variability of NOM characteristics than the effect of
spatial changes.
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Appendix B: RAC in the Literature
Although a number of studies have used RAC for fractionation of NOM, details
of the experimental condition are sparse in the literature. Thurman and Malcolm (1981)
developed one of the most useful procedures for resin adsorption. Filtered water samples
with varying DOC concentrations at pH 2 were applied to the XAD-8 column at 15 bed
volumes per hour. The fractionation was conducted with a k’ value of 100. Hydrophobic
acids fraction of NOM was adsorbed onto XAD-8 resin, and they were eluted by
backwashing with a base at a low flow rate. The DOC of the column effluent was
checked, and in some cases the effluent was applied into the column again.

The

hydrophobic acids were further fractionated using gel chromatography and precipitation
to obtain fulvic and humic acids. It was noted that with more recycles of effluent into the
column, the recovery of desorbed humic acids decreased as the column approached to its
breakthrough. However, the overall mass balance of the process was not determined.
Leenheer (2004) used RAC to fractionate DOM into hydrophobic, transphilic, and
hydrophilic species.

This was followed by spectral characterizations and elemental

analysis to determine the composition of DOM, DOM precursors, diagenetic processes,
chemical and physical properties of DOM, and reactivity to water treatment processes.
This study went further than previous studies by including exclusion of colloidal organic
carbon by dialysis. The hydrophobic neutrals were first adsorbed on XAD-8 resin. The
effluent from XAD-8 resin was dialyzed to separate colloidal organic carbon and passed
through cation exchange resin to remove base DOM before applying to another XAD-8
resin column for hydrophobic acids separation. The effluent was applied to XAD-4 resin
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column to adsorb transphilic acids and neutrals, and hydrophilic acids and neutrals were
obtained in the effluent. However, k’ value used in the fractionation was not reported. A
review of the DOM collected in presented in Figure B.1. The main constituents in each
fraction were amino sugars, condensed tannins, and terpenoids. The colloid fraction
consisted of amino sugars derived from bacterial cell walls. The hydrophobic acid
fraction consisted of condensed tannins and/or lignin. Hydrophilic base fraction was
comprised of proteins.
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Figure B.1 Dissolved organic matter concentration of fractionated water
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Kwon et al.

(2004) fractionated NOM using XAD-8/4 resins to study

biodegradability, DBP formation potential, and membrane fouling of NOM constituents.
A concentrated NOM solution was isolated from the Nakdong River in South Korea
using a RO system. The source water had a DOC concentration of 2.25 mg/L and a low
SUVA254 of 1.81 L m-1mg-1. The solution was initially fractionated into colloidal NOM
and noncolliodal NOM using dialysis. Each solution was fractionated into hydrophobic,
transphilic, and hydrophilic NOM using XAD-8/4 resins.

The details of the RAC

fractionation were not reported, yet the method developed by Leenheer et al. (2000) was
employed. A mass balance performed on the fractionation (including dialysis) gave a
recovery of 87.6%.

Overall percent fractions for the colloidal NOM were 31%

hydrophobic, 32% transphilic, and 37% hydrophilic, and those for the non-colloidal
NOM were 50% hydrophobic, 19% transphilic, and 31% hydrophilic.
Imai et al. (2001) fractionated DOM from Lake Kasumigaura, its inflowing
rivers, and other sources in the lake catchment area using resin adsorption. The goal of
the study was to characterize DOM based on the DOM-fraction distribution pattern and
the SUVA254,260. The samples were filtered (nominal pore size of 0.7 µm) and the
filtrates were fractionated using a simplified method of Leenheer’s (1981) procedure.
This method classified DOM into five fractions: hydrophibic acids (AHS), hydrophobic
neutrals (HoN), hydrophilic acids (HiA), hydrophilic neutrals (HiN), and bases (BaS).
Although Leenheer’s method distinguishes bases into hydrophilic and hydrophobic, this
study assumed that the majority of bases were hydrophilic. In the fractionation, XAD-8
resin was used to fractionate hydrophobic acids and neutrals at a k’ of 50. The effluent
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was passed through a cation exchange resin (AG-MP-50) to fractionate bases, and
through an anion exchange resin (AG-MP-1) to fractionate hydrophilic acids.
effluent of the three columns was hydrophilic neutrals.

The

A schematic diagram of

procedure used in the study is given in Figure B.2.
The result of fractionation showed that DOM-fraction distribution patterns and
SUVA254,260 varied depending on the source of the water, with the most abundant
constituents in the sources being hydrophobic and hydrophilic acids. In the lake water,
paddy field outflow (PFO), paddy field inflow (PFI), domestic sewage (DS), and sewage
treatment plant effluent (STPE), hydrophilic acids were most prevalent. In the river
water, forest stream (FS), and plowed field percolate (PFP), hydrophobic acids were most
abundant. A summary of the fractionation is given in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.2 Resin adsorption chromatography schematic diagram
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Figure B.3 Summary of fractionation

RAC with XAD-8/4 type resins were used by Martin-Mousset et al. (1997) to
characterize and compare the DOM between various sources of reservoirs and rivers.
Sources were fractionated into hydrophobic substances (adsorbed onto XAD-8),
hydrophilic acids (adsorbed onto XAD-4), and non-adsorbed hydrophilic solutes. The
hydrophobic/hydrophilic break was determined by measuring DOC and SUVA254. The
fractions were studied with regard to biodegradable dissolved organic carbon (BDOC)
content, molecular weight distribution, and reactivity to disinfectants. The reservoir
sources had a larger hydrophobic fraction (51-62%) than the river sources (41-50%). The
higher hydrophobic NOM content in the reservoir water was attributed to its higher
SUVA254 value compared to that of river water. On the other hand, hydrophilic fraction
was more abundant in river sources (23-26%) than in reservoirs (14-21%). The authors
noted that such an abundance of hydrophilic fraction may be due to the presence of
suspended sediments that preferentially adsorbed hydrophobic organics. The study also
found that there was no significant difference in molecular weight between fractions.
This is contrary to the belief that the more hydrophobic the DOM, the greater the
molecular weight. The details of the fractionation procedure were not provided and k’
and the percent recovery are not known.
Marhaba et al.

(2003) used a modified technique of the Leenheer’s (1981)

fractionation procedure by using three XAD-8 columns in series followed by one cationic
resin column and one weak anionic resin column. The goal of the study was to examine
the procedure’s effectiveness on low DOM water (< 5 mg/L) since Leenheer’s procedure
may not be applicable to low DOM waters. Source water from two surface water
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treatment plants at various locations were filtered and applied to the resin columns. The
amount of XAD-8 resin was determined assuming a k’ of 50. The hydrophobic neutral
was fractionated by the first XAD-8 column. The second and third XAD-8 columns
removed the hydrophobic base and hydrophobic acid, respectively.

Once the

hydrophobic species were removed, the hydrophilic base was fractionated by the cationic
resin and the hydrophilic acid was fractionated by the anionic resin. The column effluent
was the hydrophilic neutral. The recovery of hydrophobic neutral fraction was higher
(90%) than other hydrophobic fractions. The recovery of the hydrophobic base was not
as high. However, the authors attributed this difference to limitation associated with
DOC measurement at very low concentration. Accurate determination of the DOC in low
DOC sample fractions presented a challenge in this procedure. The authors suggested
modifying the eluants used to remove the DOM from the resins for better recovery. It
was found that this procedure is useful if representative portions of fractions are desired
without requiring 100% recovery of the DOM.
Kitis et al.

(2002) used XAD-8 resin adsorption to examine the effects of

fractionation on SUVA254 and DBP reactivity of DOM. The effect of the k’ on the
SUVA254 and DBP reactivity was also studied. DOM was collected using RO method,
and isolates were fractionated into hydrophobic and hydrophilic fractions using XAD-8.
Mass balances on the RO isolation showed that over 95% of the DOM was recovered.
The DOM recovery after fractionation was also calculated by diving the total DOM mass
recovered in individual fractions by the total DOM mass applied. The percent recovery
was found to be between 89.9-109.1%. It was found that the HPO and HPI fractions
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varied as a function of source water and k’. The high- SUVA254 source water (4.65 L m1

mg-1) had a larger HPO fraction (66%) as compared to the low-SUVA254 water (2.09 L

m-1mg-1) whose HPO fraction was 36%. It was also found that as the k’ increased, the
SUVA254 of the HPI fraction increased. Further, the resin fractionation method did not
alter the SUVA254 and reactivity of the source waters.
Dilling and Kaiser (2002) used a method based on UV absorption in order to
estimate the HPO and HPI fractions of three types of soil water of different origins:
spruce, pine, and beech. This was compared to the fractions obtained by XAD-8 resin
adsorption. The authors based this method on the fact that the HPO NOM shows a light
absorption at 260 nm due to the aromaticity of the NOM. The light absorption at this
wavelength is proportional to the HPO concentration but not the HPI. It was found that
the HPO and HPI fractions estimated by the UV method generally agreed with the
fractions obtained by RAC if the water samples have low nitrate (< 25 mg/L) and low
iron (> 5 mg/L) concentrations and if the HPO fraction is dominated by aromatic
compounds. The resin adsorption process used was the method developed by Leenheer
(1981). Mass balance greater than 97% of the hydrophobic fraction was recovered by the
XAD-8 resin. The organic carbon was measured in the HPI fraction and the original
applied solution. The HPO fraction was calculated as the difference in these. For the
aqueous extract of forest floor sample Norway spruce, 37% was HPI and 63% was HPO.
For the Scots pine, 41% was HPI and 59% was HPO. Lastly, for the European beech,
71% was HPI and 29% was HPO.
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Croue et al. (2003) investigated proton and copper binding properties of humic
and nonhumic NOM fractions.

The chemical and structural characteristics of each

fraction were correlated with its binding properties. XAD-8/4 resin adsorption was used
to fractionate a river water sample with a low DOC and SUVA254 using k’ of 100. The
fractionation resulted in hydrophobic acid fraction of 31%, hydrophobic neutral fraction
of 3%, the transphilic acid fraction of 14%, the transphilic neutral fraction of 12%, and
the hydrophilic fraction of 40%. Further, it was found that the HPOA fraction had the
largest aromatic carbon and C/H, C/O, and C/N ratios. The TPHA fraction had the
highest polysaccharide content, and the TPHN fraction contained high nitrogenous
structures content. Also, functional groups containing nitrogen (similar to amino acids)
formed complexes with copper even at low copper concentrations.
Artinger et al. (1998) studied the physiochemical properties of humic and fulvic
fractions from 35 groundwater samples. RO and XAD-8 adsorption was used and NOM
was characterized by measuring various properties such as elemental composition, UV,
fluorescence spectroscopic properties, size distribution, and carbon content. It was found
that the characteristics of humic substances varied with origin. Dissimilar properties
were observed among aquatic humic and fulvic substances isolated from different
sources. These differences were attributed to the mixing of aquatic humic substances
with sedimentary organic carbon, and the effect of the physio-chemical/geochemical
conditions the groundwaters had on the humics and fulvics.
Knulst et al. (1998) used 13C NMR spectroscopy to determine the distribution of
carbon functional groups of different surface microlayer and subsurface water fractions
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from acid treated and control freshwater lake basins. XAD-8/4 adsorption was used to
fractionate the samples with k’ of 50. DOM recovery was 80-85%, yet the mass balance
calculations were not performed. The fractions from the acid-treated microlayer was
36% fulvic acids, 19% humic acids, 34% HPON, 5% HPIN, and 6% XAD-4 acids. The
fractions from the control microlayer was 48% fulvic acids, 15% humic acids, 25%
HPON, 6% HPIN, and 6% XAD-4 acids. The fractions for the subsurface water were not
provided. It was found that the carbon functional groups varied with each fraction as
well as with each basin. The aromatic compounds were less in the control basin. There
was large presence of carbohydrates in the humic and fulvic fractions of the acid-treated
basin as compared to the control; therefore, the authors proposed this basin is under the
influence of soil humic substances.
Aiken et al. (1979) examined five different nonionic resins (XAD-1, -2,- 4, -7,
and -8) for isolation of fulvic acids. Small column experiments were used and the
breakthrough curves were obtained. The fulvic acid was considered to be the fraction
that sorbed to each resin. The elution efficiency of each resin was determined by
quantifying the desorbed fulvic acid by DOC and UV absorbance at 460 nm. Also, the
optimum pH for adsorption was determined using batch experiments with XAD-8. It was
found that the optimum pH was 2 to give the highest distribution coefficient (KD) of
DOC between resin and solution. The highest recoveries of fulvic acid were obtained
with high acrylic ester resins (XAD-7, -8). However, mass balances and k’ were not
specified.
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A study by Aiken et al. (1992, 1979) reported that sorption characteristics are
dependent upon resin chemical composition, surface area, and pore size. The efficiency
of NOM adsorption and elution on five resins was examined (i.e. XAD-1, -2, -4, -7, and
-8). It was found that XAD-4 resin has the greatest capacity for low molecular weight
NOM compared to other resins because it has the largest surface area. XAD-8 resin has
the greatest capacity for high molecular weight NOM due to its large pore size. Also,
styrene divinylbenzene resins (XAD-1, -2, and -4) do not elute humic substances as
efficiently as acrylic-ester resins (XAD-7 and -8).
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